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Understanding thermal transport at the nanoscale has important implications for state–
of–the–art engineering systems. Thermal management in electronic devices and nanostruc-
turing of devices for thermoelectric energy conversion are two examples of important en-
gineering problems which will benefit directly from improved understanding of nanoscale
thermal transport. To this end, development of new techniques in thermal metrology is key
to the advancement of this research topic. The ability to sense smaller magnitudes of heat
transfer than currently possible will enable us to measure thus–far elusive phenomena such
as the effects of molecular chain alignment on thermal conductivity in polymer nanowires,
or even heat transport through single molecules.
Bi–material cantilevers act as thermometers. A beam, made up of two material layers,
will bend due to thermal stimuli because of the mismatch in thermal expansion coefficients
for the two material layers. If the dimensions of the cantilever are scaled down to yield a
bi–material microcantilever, this can be an extremely sensitive thermal sensor. This thesis
focuses on the development of bi–material microcantilever based thermal sensing for the
study of nanoscale heat transfer.
A microcantilever design optimized for thermal sensitivity is presented, along with a
reliable process for fabrication of such sensors. With these optimized cantilevers, we can
push past the picowatt–limit and measure sub–picowatt heat fluxes. In order to harness
the high thermal sensitivity of these cantilevers for the purposes of thermal conduction
measurements, a new measurement technique which we call the dual–cantilever technique
is introduced, whereby a nanostructure is suspended between two cantilevers and thermal
conduction measurements can be performed on this single nanostructure. Thermal measure-
ments on single polymeric nanowires are performed to show the effectiveness of this method.
The theory for the thermal and mechanical models of the dual–cantilever scheme is developed
to corroborate the effectiveness of the technique.
Making use of versatile and highly sensitive bi–material microcantilever sensors, this
thesis seeks to enhance the measurement methods available for the study of nanoscale thermal
transport effects.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 1
Chapter 1
Introduction
In his lecture “There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom” given in 1959, Richard Feynman
envisioned an unexplored world of scientific discovery at the small scale. Decades later, the
perceptiveness of his claims continues to be revealed as the field of nanoscience continues to
grow.
With the ability to fabricate structures with dimensions on the scale of nanometers, a
range of new applications have emerged, from ever–smaller electronic and optoelectronic
devices, to heat–assisted magnetic recording and phase change memory devices, to medical
therapies using nanoparticles. Many of these applications depend heavily on thermal man-
agement at nanoscale to ensure device function and reliability. As such, these applications
necessitate the deepening of our understanding of nanoscale thermal phenomena.
Advances in thermal metrology are fundamental to improvements in our understanding
of nanoscale heat transfer. In a physical realm where measurement becomes ever more chal-
lenging due to small scale, exploration and understanding of phenomena occuring at the
nanoscale have relied heavily on theoretical models [2; 3]. Corroboration by experiments de-
mands improvement and expansion of the measurement capabilities available to the research
community.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2
1.1 Thermal transport in nanostructures
Whereas in metals, electrons act as the dominant thermal carriers, thermal conduction occurs
predominantly via phonons in non–metals. While phonons span a broad range of frequen-
cies, those with mean free paths < 100 nm at room temperature are typically the main
contributors to thermal conduction [3]. As dimensions in nanostructures approach these val-
ues of mean free path, thermal transport is affected and bulk models no longer adequately
describe thermal transport in these structures. As such, the topic of thermal conduction in
nanostructures is of particular interest.
The effects of nanostructuring can lead to significant deviations from bulk values for
thermal conductivity of materials. Typically, as size effects come into play at small–scale, a
decrease in thermal conductivity is observed due to increase of phonon–boundary scattering.
A notable exception to this rule occurs in the case of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and graphene,
as well as hexagonal boron nitride. In the case of these nanostructures, atomically smooth
surfaces and a lack of volumetric defects lead to very high thermal conductivity [2]. Such
an effect was first predicted theoretically with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [4; 5]
and was subsequently corroborated by experimental measurements which place the thermal
conductivity of carbon nanotubes in the range of 3000 Wm−1K−1 [6].
1.1.1 Effect of nanostructuring in polymers
The effects of nanostructuring on thermal transport in polymers remain fundamentally un-
clear [7], with competing models at play [8] and a scarcity of experimental data. The discus-
sion of thermal transport through nanostructured polymers within this thesis is framed as
a motivating factor for the development of the thermal measurement techniques presented
herein.
Polymers are typically regarded as thermal insulators, their disordered nature leading to
low bulk thermal conductivity values. Some studies have pointed to the potential for higher
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thermal conductivity in nanostructured polymers. Such a phenomenon is of great interest
because of the potential application for high–performing thermal interface materials (TIMs).
It is uncommon in nature to find a material which is both mechanically compliant and of
high thermal conductivity. Mechanical compliance is desirable to overcome interface thermal
resistance caused by roughness of adjacent surfaces. If thermal conduction in polymers could
be enhanced by controlling the effects at the level of the nanostructure, such a material could
revolutionize design of TIMs.
In theory, individual polymer chains are good thermal conductors as they are linked by
strong covalent bonds which efficiently conduct phonons [9]. However, the interactions be-
tween neighboring chains are what limit thermal conductivity in bulk polymer. Neighboring
chains are typically coupled via weak van der Waals interactions [9], limiting thermal conduc-
tion across chains. Add to this the effects of voids, defects, chain ends, and entanglements,
and a much more disordered structure emerges.
Theories regarding thermal transport in nanostructured polymers typically focus on de-
gree of crystallinity and molecular chain alignment. With regards to crystallinity, a number
of reports have shown thermal conductivity to increase with degree of crystallinity [10–13].
Typically, increased molecular alignment in nanofibers due to drawing facilitates crystalliza-
tion and so polymeric nanofibers are found to be more highly crystalline than their bulk
counterparts [14; 15]. However, studies of the electrospinning process for producing poly-
meric nanowires suggest the opposite for wires fabricated by this technique; in contrast to
the relatively slow drawing technique, in electrospinning the rapid evaporation of solvent and
the subsequent solidification of polymeric nanowires is believed to inhibit polymer crystal-
lization [14]. At the same time, a number of works have been published recently suggesting
it is nanostructuring effects on the polymer amorphous phase, and not the crystalline phase,
which cause the variation in the thermal and strength properties observed in polymeric
nanowires [14; 16]. Arinstein et al. posit the presence of “supramolecular microstructures” –
regions of densely packed, amorphous polymer chains within a nanostructure with high de-
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gree of orientation – which lead to enhanced thermal and mechanical properties [16]. Other
models suggest either a surface layer of highly oriented chains, or a core–shell morphology
in which a nanofiber has a highly oriented core of polymer chain molecules [8]. While these
three models are not consistent, each points to the alignment of polymeric chain molecules as
the source of enhanced properties seen in polymeric nanowires. Related to this, Kurabayashi
and Goodson modeled anistropic thermal conductivity behavior in an entirely amorphous
polymer film of sub–micron thickness based entirely on the standard deviation of angles of
molecular orientations relative to the plane of the film [9]. This model predicted a tenfold
increase in the in–plane thermal conductivity in sub–micron thin films as compared to bulk
amorphous polymer.
A limited set of experimental measurements has accompanied the theories of nanostruc-
turing effects on thermal transport in polymers. In 2010, Sheng Shen et al. published
measurements of thermal conductivity in polyethylene nanowires (diameters 50 – 500 nm)
showing sharp increase in thermal conductivity compared to that of bulk polyethylene [15].
This increase in conductivity was attributed to the reduction in voids and defects in the
nanostructured polymeric wire, along with preferential alignment of molecular chains along
the axis of the nanowire, with the polyethylene fibers approaching an ideal single–crystalline
fiber model. In addition, Zhong et al. have recently measured thermal conductivity of indi-
vidual Nylon–11 nanofibers (diameters 50 – 400 nm) fabricated via electrospinning [7]. They
measured thermal conductivity of 0.35 – 1.6 Wm−1K−1, with thermal conductivity increas-
ing as nanofiber diameter decreased. Bulk Nylon–11 has thermal conductivity in the range
of 0.2 – 0.25 Wm−1K−1. While the polyethylene nanofibers used by Shen are believed to be
highly crystalline, Zhong et al. actually measured the degree of crystallinity in the fibers
used in their measurements by performing wide–angle X–ray scattering (WAXS) on bundles
of similar wires. They found crystallinity to be ≈ 35%, and did not notice a substantial
change in crystallinity within the diameter range of fibers tested. Thus, they attribute the
thermal conductivity enhancement with decreasing diameter to polymer chain alignment.
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Figure 1.1: Measurement of lateral deflection ∆X and corresponding shear modulus G of
electrospun PS fibers as a function of fiber diameter (figure from Ref. [1]).
Choy et al. measured in–plane thermal conductivity and elastic modulus of ultradrawn
polyethylene mats which were mechanically stretched [17]. They attributed the enhancement
in measured properties compared to that of bulk to the presence of long needle–like crystals
which develop during the ultra–drawing process. Kurabayashi and Goodson, in their analysis
of molecular chain alignment on transport properties, presented measurements of amorphous,
spin–coated polyimide films of thickness ≈ 1 µm showing an increase by a factor of six of
in–plane thermal conductivity as compared to conductivity in the bulk [9].
In Chapter 5 of this thesis, measurements of thermal conduction in polystyrene (PS)
nanofiber samples are presented. While thermal conductivity measurements of individual
PS nanofibers have not been published to date, there has been a study of strength of elec-
trospun PS fibers [1]. This study found that for diameters below 500 nm, shear modulus
increased greatly with decreasing diameter (see Fig. 1.1). The findings are of relevance
as typically the same structure effects leading to enhanced modulus lead to an increase in
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thermal conductivity.
The measurements on polymeric nanostructures presented to date are limited by chal-
lenges in determining molecular orientation and thermal conductivity for small samples.
Molecular orientation can be determined using wide–angle X–ray diffraction or birefringence
measurements. However, such measurements cannot be performed on sample sizes as small
as an individual nanofiber, but rather, require large bundles of such fibers. Further, care
must be taken in the alignment of the wires in this bundle so as to ensure the orientation
probed is that of the molecules themselves and is not affected by misalignment of the fibers
[8]. Measurement of nanostructuring effects in polymers is further hindered by the challeng-
ing and time–consuming nature of thermal measurements on individual nanofibers [7], which
has limited studies thus–far to a handful of nanofiber samples – much too small a sample
size to draw conclusive data to corroborate any of the aforementioned theories.
While the focus of this thesis is not to draw conclusions on the effects of nanostructuring
on thermal properties of polymeric materials, the above description is intended to put the
measurements we present in Chapter 5 within a context, to motivate the work of this thesis,
and to point to an area of nanoscale science which is still not fundamentally understood and
will benefit from improved thermal measurement capability.
1.1.2 Measurement techniques
A survey of the techniques available for measuring thermal conduction in nanostructures
reveals primarily two methods. The 3ω technique is more commonly used for measuring
thermal conductivity of thin–films but has been used on single nanostructures in some cases.
The suspended microdevice designed by Philip Kim and Li Shi [6], and variations thereof,
are the more commonly used techniques for thermal measurements of individual nanowires
and nanoflakes.
The 3ω technique was first introduced by David Cahill and is commonly used to measure
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Figure 1.2: Existing methods for single nanostructure thermal conduction measurements.
thermal conductivity of thin films [18]. In this technique, an AC current at frequency ω is
passed through a sample. This current causes temperature oscillations at frequency 2ω. In
turn, those temperature oscillations cause an oscillation in electrical resistance at 2ω which
leads to a voltage oscillation at 3ω. There have been some 3ω measurements performed on
bundles of CNTs [19–21]. There is also at least one paper in which a 3ω measurement is
performed for a single CNT [22] and for a silicon nanowire [23]. However, the technique is
difficult to implement on single nanostructures and is thus predominantly used on thin–film
samples [24; 25].
The suspended microdevice has been used to perform measurements of thermal conduc-
tivity quoted in a vast number of scientific journal articles, only a subset of which are cited
here [6; 24; 26–38]. The device was first introduced by Kim et al. [6] and is employed in
the following way: the nanostructure being tested is suspended between two silicon nitride
islands or thermal reservoirs. Each of those islands has a platinum resistor deposited on
it. On one side, a current is passed through one resistor to generate a heating input. The
temperature–induced change in resistance of the second resistor is measured to determine
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temperature change on the second island due to conduction along the nanowire.
In his work showing high thermal conductivity of polyethylene nanowires, Shen used a
technique whereby he direct–drew the polymer wire from a droplet of polymer in solution
sitting at the end of a needle using an atomic force microscope cantilever [15]. He then
heated the needle and measured the deflection in the cantilever induced by the heat flux
through the polyethylene wire.
1.2 History of microcantilever sensing
Microcantilevers have emerged as one of the most common types of sensors in use. Their
small size enables high responsivity, leading them to be used in applications for sensitive
detection across a number of domains.
For chemical sensing, adsorption–induced changes in cantilever surface stress lead to
detectable resonance frequency shifts [39–46]. The most common approach taken in appli-
cations involving chemical vapor sensing is to deposit a responsive thin polymer layer on the
microcantilever [47–49]. A subset of this domain, trace explosive detection, has garnered
much attention in recent years and a number of works have explored microcantilever–based
sensing to address this need [50–52].
As biosensors, microcantilevers have been coated with targeted receptors [53] to inves-
tigate DNA molecules [54–58], explore bacterial adhesion [59], and detect conformational
changes in proteins [60; 61]. Biosensing applications for micocantilevers are widespread, and
a number of review articles have been written on the topic [62–66].
Various types of microcantilevers are used for topographical imaging as well as for detec-
tion of forces – the basis for scanning tunneling microscopy [67] and atomic force microscopy
[68]. Microcantilevers have been used to interrogate van der Waals forces [69–73], Casimir
force [74–78], and lateral forces [79–81]. Various works have contributed in–depth analysis
of the interpretation of nanomechanical forces through cantilever sensing [82–84]. Spherical
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particles ranging in size from ≈ 1 µm to 200 µm in diameter have been attached to the
ends of microcantilevers for the purposes of measuring forces between the particle and a flat
surface as a function of gap between the two [74; 85–87]. The attachment of the sphere
allows for the force interactions to be measured for a well–defined geometry of sphere–flat
plate.
Continuing in the physical domain, rate of evaporation of droplets from microcantilevers
has been studied [88; 89]. Thermogravimetric analysis has been performed on samples of a
few nanograms using a microcantilever hotplate, the resonance frequency of which is mon-
itored to detect mass change [90–92]. Microcantilevers have also been used in arrays for
uncooled infrared (IR) imaging, with many research groups advancing this technique [93–
103]. Microcantilevers have been used for ferromagnetic sensing [104]. They are also the
basis for a number of other pressure and mass sensors [47; 105–107]. The discussion of a
whole subset of microcantilever–based thermal sensing is left to the next section.
In cantilever–based detection, the magnitude of the external stimuli is determined by
measuring either the quasi–static deflection of the cantilever, the resonance frequencies (or
resonance frequency shifts) of the vibration modes, or the quality factor (or change in qual-
ity factor) of the vibrating modes [108; 109]. Microcantilever deflection is measured via the
reflection of a laser beam (optical beam deflection technique) [110–112], via optical interfer-
ometric detection [113–115], and by piezoelectric or piezoresistive sensing [102; 116–118].
1.2.1 Bi–material microcantilever thermal sensing
The bi–material cantilever functions as a temperature sensor. A cantilever beam comprised
of two material layers, when introduced to a temperature change, will deflect due to the mis-
match in coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) of the two layers. Barnes et al. pointed out
that if the dimensions of the bi–material cantilever are scaled down such that it is a micro-
cantilever, it becomes extremely sensitive to temperature change due to its small dimensions
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and therefore the low thermal mass of the system [119; 120]. Bi–material microcantilevers
have been used as calorimeters to measure energy as small as 15 fJ [121], as thermometers to
measure temperature changes as small as 2 µK [121], and as thermal flux sensors to measure
power as low as 1 pW [122].
The cantilevers used in atomic force microscopy (AFM) are effectively bi–material micro-
cantilevers. AFM cantilevers are commonly fabricated from silicon or silicon nitride. Their
dimensions are typically in the range of 50 – 500 µm in length, 5 – 50 µm in width, and 300
– 600 nm in thickness. In order to increase reflectivity for the purposes of sensing using op-
tical beam deflection technique, the cantilevers have a metallic reflective layer (usually gold
or aluminum) deposited on top of the silicon or silicon nitride base. While their intended
use, as discussed in the previous section, is for force sensing, they nonetheless can serve as
sensitive thermal sensors. In fact, it is possible to detect temperature changes as small as
10−4 K to 10−5 K with commercially available cantilevers.
Bi–material microcantilevers with silica spheres of diameter 5 – 50 µm attached at the
tip have been used to measure the near–field radiative transfer as a function of gap between
the sphere and a substrate [123; 124]. After suitable thermal calibration of the bi–material
cantilever [125; 126], the deflection of the cantilever as a function of the gap yields a curve
for heat transfer as a function of distance between the two objects. As with the case of
spherical particles used for force measurements, the attachment of a spherical particle here
allows for the radiative transfer measurement to be made for the well–defined sphere–flat
plate geometry, which in turn facilitates comparison to theory.
The vast majority of thermal measurements performed with bi–material cantilevers rely
on measuring the magnitude of deflection of the cantilever end. In the next section of this
introduction, beam theory is applied to determine the deflection profile of a cantilever to
different thermal stimuli. Kim et al. [127] showed that the resonance frequency of a bi–
material oscillator at the end of a silicon cantilever exhibits a temperature dependence that
can be used to sense heat from a source. Apart from the resonance frequency shift due to
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Figure 1.3: Coordinates for beam theory solutions.
temperature dependence of material properties [128; 129], this is the only known reference
where the resonance frequency shift is used as a method of sensing thermal changes in the
environment of the microcantilever. Some early work performed for this thesis investigated
curvature–dependent resonance frequency shifts of bi–material microcantilevers with a mass
attached at the free end. The work is tangential to this thesis in its final form but it is
included for reference in Appendix A.
1.2.2 Beam theory for cantilever deflection
In this section, beam theory solutions are used to determine the deflection of a cantilever
to various loads. This overview gives insight into how cantilevers will respond to stimuli,
providing fundamental understanding for cantilever sensing applications.
The static deflection of a cantilever beam for a load, f(x), along the positive z–axis (as


















where (EA)e and (EI)e are the effective stretching rigidity and flexural rigidity respectively,
u and w are the axial and flexural displacements, wx = ∂w/∂x, and wxx = ∂wx/∂x (similarly
for other variables). For a bi–material cantilever of width b, thickness t1 and t2, Young’s
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modulus E1 and E2, and density ρ1 and ρ2 of the two materials, the effective stretching and
flexural rigidities are given by [131]:






















. Minimization of Πs leads to the following
equations for the static deflection of the beam [130; 132]:
(EI)ewxxxx − (Nwx)x = f(x) (1.3a)
Nx = 0 (1.3b)







, and boundary conditions:
u = w = 0 and wx = 0 at x = 0 (1.4a)
wxx = 0 and N = 0 at x = L (1.4b)
From Eq. 1.3b and Eq. 1.4b, we have N = 0 and Eq. 1.3a reduces to the equation that
governs the static deflection of a beam with no in–built tension.
Point force: The deflection of a cantilever due to a point force load of magnitude F in





In an optical beam deflection technique, what is actually sensed is the change in slope at the
end of the cantilever. Thus, we find it useful to include the expression for the slope of the












Uniform temperature and Power absorbed: The deflection of a bi–material can-
tilever due to a temperature distribution T (x) along the length of the cantilever is given














(T (x)− To) (1.7)
where α1 and α2 are the coefficients of thermal expansion of the two materials and To is the
temperature at which the cantilever is curvature free. For uniform temperature distribution
along the cantilever, we can write T − To = ∆T , where ∆T is a constant. Thus, we can
write the deflection as:
w =
























For power absorbed at the free end of the cantilever, the temperature distribution along
the length of the cantilever is linear (this is valid only when the convective heat transfer
coefficient from the cantilever to the ambient is small, i.e. in vacuum as with most of our
experiments) and is given by:






where P (units of W) is the power absorbed, and Gc is the thermal conductance of the































The purpose of this thesis work is to advance the toolset and measurement capabilities
available to the research community for the experimental study of nanoscale heat transfer,
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thereby deepening our understanding of nanoscale effects on thermal transport. Because
of the high thermal sensitivity of bi–material microcantilevers, this thesis focuses on these
sensors and developing their measurement capabilities.
Chapter 2 discusses a bi–material microcantilever design developed for optimal thermal
sensitivity. The design proposed in this chapter minimizes thermal conductance of the can-
tilever sensor by minimizing key cantilever dimensions while maintaining a larger area pad
near the free end of the cantilever to accommodate a focused laser spot for sensing cantilever
bending via optical beam deflection technique. This cantilever design incorporates various
modifications to allow for use of the cantilever in different thermal sensing measurements
including measurement of nanostructure thermal conduction and measurement of near–field
radiative transfer (by means of attaching a micro–sphere at the free end). Detailed fabrica-
tion process for reliable yield of cantilevers is included in this chapter.
Chapter 3 focuses on characterization of the microcantilever thermal sensors described in
the previous chapter. Such characterization includes determining the smallest heat flux which
can be resolved with the cantilever sensor. A description of the measurements performed
in this determination are included. We will show that the cantilever design proposed in the
previous chapter is capable of resolving heat flux smaller than 1 picowatt.
Chapter 4 introduces the dual–cantilever technique for measurement of thermal conduc-
tance of single nanostructures. This is a novel measurement technique developed to take
advantage of the high thermal sensitivity of bi–material microcantilevers for the purposes
of thermal conduction measurements. It mimics the suspended microdevice method of Kim
and Shi [6] while precluding the need to perform complex microfabrication. Microfabrication
is limited to the fabrication of the bi–material cantilever chips, performed using traditional
microfabrication steps used to fabricate cantilevers for AFM. In the dual–cantilever tech-
nique, the nanostructure whose thermal properties are being tested is suspended between
the ends of two bi–material microcantilevers. One cantilever is heated using a laser, while
thermally induced deflection due to heat conduction along the nanostructure is measured at
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the second cantilever. The limitation on how small a thermal conductance can be measured
using the cantilever technique is determined by the background conductance – that is, the
conductance between two cantilevers in the absence of a nanostructure bridging the two. In
this chapter, we discuss various sources of background conduction and present measurements
quantifying this background conductance.
Chapter 5 is a case study in the use of the dual–cantilever technique. Measurements
are presented of thermal conductance of electrospun polystyrene wires. The measurements
demonstrate the effectiveness of the dual–cantilever technique and also lead to discussion
of considerations on mechanical coupling between the two cantilevers. A detailed thermal
model of the dual–cantilever technique is developed, along with a mechanical model. These
models give insight into the useful operating regime and the limits of the dual–cantilever
thermal sensing technique.
Chapter 6 summarizes the main contributions of this thesis and points to future directions
which the related work may take, moving towards the goal of single molecule heat conduction
measurement.
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Chapter 2
Design and fabrication of
ultrasensitive bi–material cantilevers
optimized for thermal sensing
In this chapter, we present the design of a bi–material microcantilever optimized for thermal
sensitivity. A design is developed whereby thermal conductance is minimized, while the
ability to sense cantilever deflection via optical beam deflection technique is preserved, by
optimizing key dimensions. The chapter includes the details of the batch fabrication process
for producing these sensors.
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2.1 Introduction
Commercially available microcantilevers intended for atomic force microscopy (AFM) have
been used successfully for sensitive thermal measurements of near–field radiative transfer[123],
as well as of conduction through polymeric nanowires [15]. While these cantilevers are meant
to be used as force sensors, they typically have a reflective metallic layer on top of the base
cantilever to enhance optical reflectivity for sensing via optical beam deflection. This metal-
lic layer and cantilever substrate lead to the bi–material thermally sensitive characteristics
which can be used for thermal measurements and have been in the works cited above. How-
ever, AFM cantilevers are not optimized for thermal sensitivity. In seeking to develop new
techniques for thermal sensing using bi–material microcantilevers, our first step was to de-
sign microcantilevers expressly for the purposes of thermal sensing, thereby optimizing their
thermal sensing characteristics.
2.2 Design
To enhance the capability of our thermal measurements, we designed custom cantilevers.
By fabricating cantilevers specifically for our experiments, we were able to address key areas
of improvement including: (1) reduction of cantilever conductance compared to that of
most commercially available bi–material AFM cantilevers, (2) cantilever geometries designed
to accommodate nanostructure attachment for thermal conduction measurements (to be
discussed in Chapter 5), or, when desired, micro–sphere attachment (such as for measurement
of near–field radiative transfer) [123; 124; 133–136], (3) cantilever profile designed to facilitate
positioning and focusing of laser spots.








where k is the thermal conductivity of the layer, t the thickness, b the width of the cantilever,
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L the length, and subscripts 1 and 2 denote the properties of the two materials. We have
chosen silicon nitride as the material for the base cantilever because the thermal conductivity
of silicon nitride is about five times lower than that of silicon, leading to a lower overall
thermal conductance of the cantilever.
Our cantilevers were designed with nominal dimensions of length 100 µm, width 2 – 6
µm, and thickness 130 nm. These dimensions represent a compromise, reducing thermal
conductance while maintaining a cantilever that is robust enough to withstand picking up
nanowires without breaking, with a large enough region to accommodate a focused laser spot
that is a few micrometers in diameter.
Our cantilevers were designed with a circular region of diameter 10 µm with center
approximately 15 µm from the end of the cantilever. This circular region comfortably ac-
commodates a focused laser spot with diameter of 2 – 4 µm while allowing extra room for
slight errors in positioning or focusing made by the experimenter, or drift in position of
the spot during the course of the experiment. Further, this well–defined region helps with
consistent positioning of the laser spot along the length of the cantilever compared to the
typical commercially available rectangular microcantilever; if the spot is not on the circular
area, the edges of the focused spot will not be reflected, significantly reducing reflected laser
power and indicating the spot is not in position. Thus, the focused laser spot can reliably
be positioned at the same distance from the base of the cantilever for repeated experiments.
The location of the circular region 15 µm from the cantilever end also leaves space near
the end for possible attachment of nanostructures for thermal conduction measurements. In
the case where attachment of a micro–sphere to the cantilever end is desired for radiative
heat transfer measurements, the cantilever can also be fabricated with an additional region
of diameter 5 – 10 µm near the end of the cantilever, to allow for a slightly larger contact
area for epoxy used to affix the sphere. A sketch of the two design variations is shown in
Fig. 2.1.
The thickness of the reflective layer to be deposited on the silicon nitride cantilevers was
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Figure 2.1: (a) Illustration of simplified cantilever chip design showing a chip with two
cantilevers. Fabricated chips include many cantilevers on each chip, with distances varied
between cantilevers. The cantilevers in this image have one circular region for laser spot
focusing. (b) Design of cantilever to which a micro–sphere will be attached, modified with a
second circular region at the cantilever end.
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Figure 2.2: Variation of bi–material cantilever sensitivity due to thickness of the metallic
layer. Calculation based on nominal silicon nitride cantilever dimensions of length 100 µm,
width 2 µm, thickness 130 nm. For highest sensitivity, optimal aluminum (dotted line)
thickness is ≈ 50 nm. With gold (solid line), optimal thickness is ≈ 39nm.
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determined for optimal thermal sensitivity. The sensitivity, S, of a bi–material cantilever






















where α is the coefficient of thermal expansion, n = t1/t2, and subscripts 1 and 2 denote the
properties of the base material and reflective coating, respectively. K is defined as




where φ = E1/E2 is the ratio of elastic moduli of the two materials. Aluminum or gold can
be used for the reflective layer; aluminum provides a larger difference in thermal expansion
coefficient with silicon nitride, while gold proves more resistant to oxidation, thus maintain-
ing the cantilever surfaces’ high reflectivity for sensing via optical beam deflection. Using
the nitride cantilever base thickness of 130 nm, and the bulk properties for silicon nitride,
aluminum, and gold, we found the optimal thickness for the metallic layer to be ≈ 49 nm
for Al, ≈ 39 nm for Au. The cantilever thermal sensitivity is plotted versus metallic layer
thickness for Al and Au in Fig. 2.2.
Using Eq. 2.1, the parameters chosen for our cantilever design, and bulk properties
for silicon nitride and gold, we estimate a conductance value of 284 nWK−1 for a gold
coated cantilever, which is smaller than the conductance of commercial cantilevers used by
Narayanaswamy and Gu [126] by a factor of 15.
2.3 Fabrication
The following section provides a detailed description of the steps developed for the fabrication
of the cantilevers described in the previous section. The fabrication process is similar to
that of other microcantilevers, and most techniques described in the following sections are
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of the microcantilever fabrication steps.
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standard microfabrication processes [84; 100; 105; 137–141]. Particular attention was given
to preparation for the wet–etching steps, during which there was the possibility of under–
cutting occuring in the silicon at the base of the cantilever. Minimizing this under–cutting
was a constraint unique to our cantilever design. The reasons for which under–cutting
is to be avoided will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4, but are due to thermal
considerations: to minimize heat conduction between adjacent cantilevers through the base.
As such, measures taken to avoid this under–cutting are described in detail. The fabrication
was done entirely in the Center for Engineering and Physical Science Research (CEPSR)
Clean Room facilities at Columbia University.
2.3.1 Sample preparation
Four–inch diameter silicon wafers were purchased with silicon nitride deposited on both
sides (Addison Engineering, San Jose, CA). On one side, the silicon nitride will form the
base cantilever material (henceforth referred to as the top side), while on the back side,
the nitride film will act as a mask to protect the silicon wafer during wet etching processes
where the entire sample is submerged. The silicon nitride film is deposited via PECVD by
the supplier as an ultra low–stress film, with supplier quoted specification for tensile stress
<100 MPa. It is important that the film be low–stress as in–built stresses in the nitride film
can lead to excessive curvature of the cantilevers once released.
Before any processing, the wafer is soaked in a Piranha etch solution (3:1 concentrated
sulfuric acid, H2SO4, with hydrogen peroxide, H2O2) for 10 minutes to remove any organic
residue. The clean wafer is then cleaved into four quarters, the smaller sample size allowing
for ease of handling and processing.
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2.3.2 Alignment through–holes
Through–holes are made on the sample for the purpose of providing alignment marks for
both top- and bottom–side masks. The alignment of top- and bottom–side masks relative
to each other is crucial to minimize under–cutting of the cantilevers during the release step.
Figure 2.5(a) shows the pattern used for the through–holes.
Immediately before patterning, the wafer sample is placed on a hot plate at 200 ◦C for 5
minutes to ensure it is completely dehydrated. It is then cleaned for 5 minutes in an oxygen
plasma asher (800 Series Micro–RIE, Technics, Pleasanton, CA), followed by 10 minutes in
a UV Ozone cleaner (Ultraviolet Ozone Cleaning Systems, Lansdale, PA). These cleaning
steps remove any organic contaminants to ensure a clean, hydrophilic surface which will
accept the photoresist film more evenly. Positive photoresist (Shipley S1813, AZ Electronic
Materials, Somerville, NJ) is spin–coated on the sample at 4000 rpm for 1 minute. The
photoresist film is then soft–baked at 110 ◦C for 5 minutes.
The photoresist is patterned using a mask with the alignment hole pattern (for more on
photomasks, see Sec. 2.3.7). This exposure step is performed in a mask aligner (MA6, SUSS
MicroTec AG, Garching, Germany), according to the exposure specifications (intensity and
time) from the photoresist supplier. The sample is aligned such that the sides of the square
alignment mark pattern are parallel to the cleaved planes of the quarter–wafer. Following
exposure, the photoresist is developed in a photoresist–specific developer (AZ 300 MIF, AZ
Electronic Materials) for 45 seconds, then rinsed thoroughly.
The sample with patterned photoresist film is then etched via ICP–RIE in an Oxford
Plasmalab 80 Plus (Oxford Instruments, Oxfordshire, UK) using SF6 gas. This step is timed
to etch all the way through the exposed silicon nitride and into the silicon below. Following
this step, the photoresist is cleaned from the sample in an acetone/isopropanol/deionized
water rinse.
The sample with patterned silicon nitride is submerged in an aqueous solution with 30
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% by weight potassium hydroxide (KOH) heated to 90 ◦C until the alignment mark patterns
have etched all the way through the silicon wafer and are visible on the top–side of the
sample. The silicon nitride on the top–side of the through–holes may or may not be intact;
if it remains undamaged, it is optically transparent as it is only 130 nm thick and thus
functions just as well for alignment purposes.
2.3.3 Cantilever patterning
The same process is followed for the patterning of the cantilever mask on the top–side of the
sample as was used for the patterning of the alignment through–holes. During the exposure
step, the cantilever mask alignment marks are aligned with the corresponding alignment
through–holes in the sample. Following transfer of the cantilever pattern, the top–side of
the sample is dry–etched in SF6 gas to remove the exposed silicon nitride. Following this
dry–etch, the sample is ready to have the back–side patterned.
2.3.4 Back–side windows and cantilever release
The back–side windows mask is transferred to the back–side of the sample following the same
sample preparation, photolithography and exposure steps. Following patterning, the same
SF6 dry–etch is used to remove the exposed silicon nitride from the back–side. Following
this step, it is now time for the release step.
The patterned cantilevers are resting on a silicon base. The back–side of the sample has
a silicon nitride film, with windows of silicon exposed. For the cantilever release, the silicon
must be etched in KOH from the back–side only in order to avoid that the cantilever bases
overhang the silicon chip [142]. To achieve this one–sided etch, a teflon (PTFE) fixture
was machined in two pieces, such that one side protects the top–side of the cantilever while
the other side has an opening through which KOH can reach the back–side of the sample
(see Fig. 2.4) [143–145]. Dimensioned drawings for the components of the teflon fixture are
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Figure 2.4: (a) Illustration of teflon fixture used to ensure KOH etch is one–sided. (b)
Exploded view of components of the teflon fixture. Bottom cover (left) has opening to
expose sample to KOH. Top cover (right) is solid to keep top side of sample dry. PDMS
gaskets (only one is shown) are placed between the sample and the teflon covers on either
side to provide a soft contact for the sample, ensuring a water–tight seal and protecting the
sample from fracturing when the fixture is tightened around it.
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included in Appendix B. Two gaskets made from PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) are
placed inside the PTFE fixture, on either side of the sample, to ensure a water–tight seal
between the sample top–side and the KOH solution. With the sample clamped in the teflon
fixture, the entire fixture is submerged in KOH solution until the silicon has etched through
completely, effectively releasing the silicon nitride cantilevers. The sample is taken out of
the solution immediately upon release of the cantilevers, again to minimize overhang of the
cantilevers at the base. The sample is submerged in a water bath to rinse away residual
KOH.
2.3.5 Critical point drying
Because of the thin profile and low spring constant of the cantilevers, removing them from a
liquid bath can be destructive due to the damaging effects of surface tension. Typically, the
cantilevers will tend to bend backwards upon themselves as they are removed from solution,
so that the free end of the cantilever sticks to the base chip. As they dry, contact forces will
keep the cantilevers in this configuration rendering them useless.
In order to remove the cantilevers from the water rinse without damaging them, they
must undergo critical point drying. Above the critical point, liquid and gaseous phase
boundaries cease to exist. In the critical point drying process, water is replaced with liquid
CO2. Because water and liquid CO2 are not miscible, the sample is first transferred to what
is known as an exchange fluid – typically ethanol or acetone – which is miscible with both
water and CO2. The critical point for CO2 lies at 31
◦C and 74 bar. Once the sample is
submerged in liquid CO2, the CO2 is then brought above the critical point, and released to
the atmosphere in its gaseous phase.
Our cantilever samples were dried in a CPD 030 Critical Point Dryer (Leica Microsystems,
Buffalo Grove, IL).
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2.3.6 Metallic layer deposition
Once released, the cantilevers can now be coated with the metallic bilayer. We chose to use
gold for the bilayer due to its resistance to oxidation. The gold thin–film is deposited on the
cantilevers via e–beam deposition in an Angstrom EvoVac system (Angstrom Engineering,
Ontario, Canada). Immediately prior to gold deposition, a 3 nm chrome layer is deposited via
thermal evaporation in the same Angstrom system. The chrome layer acts as an adhesion
layer for the gold, which would otherwise not adhere well to the silicon nitride directly.
Because the thermal properties of chrome are closer to gold than to silicon nitride, the
thickness of the gold layer was reduced to account for the added chrome, such that the
thickness of the chrome and gold together was equivalent to the optimal gold thickness
calculated in Section 2.2. A slow deposition rate (≈ 0.5 Å/s) is chosen so as to limit
stress build up in the gold film. For our cantilevers, residual stresses in the cantilever
after metallic layer deposition were minimal and we did not find noticeable curvature in our
sensors. If curvature is present after the metal deposition step, there is significant study
of the mitigation of this curvature via thermal annealing [100; 101; 139; 146–149]. Metal
deposition via sputtering was also tested as an option during development of the fabrication
steps. However, this process was found to cause severe deformation of the cantilevers and
was abandoned.
2.3.7 Masks
Three masks are used in the cantilever fabrication process: (1) alignment marks mask, (2)
top–side cantilever mask, and (3) back–side windows mask. An illustration of the three masks
is shown in Fig. 2.5. Mask patterns are designed in the L–Edit software package (Tanner
EDA, Monrovia, CA). The files are then transferred onto chrome masks using a laser writer
capable of 1 µm resolution (µPG 101, Heidelberg Instruments, Heidelberg, Germany).
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Figure 2.5: Layout of the three masks used in the microcantilever fabrication process.
The blue (solid filled) regions indicate the portions of the mask which are transparent and
allow exposure of the photoresist below. The gray (shaded) region represents the wafer and
is included for spatial reference. The masks are used for (a) alignment through holes, (b)
back–side windows, and (c) top–side cantilever pattern.
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Figure 2.6: (a) Illustration of silicon overhang such that the base of the nitride cantilevers
is resting directly on the silicon. This configuration is desired. (b) Illustration of silicon un-
dercutting the silicon nitride. This configuration is to be avoided for thermal considerations.
2.3.8 Undercutting at cantilever base
One of the measurement applications for the cantilever sensors which will be discussed at
length in Chapter 4 is the measurement of heat flux through a nanostructure suspended be-
tween the ends of two adjacent cantilevers on a single chip. The success of this measurement
relies on the ability to thermally isolate the two cantilevers. While there are a number of
pathways for thermal transport between the two cantilevers, one of note here is conduction
through the base of the cantilevers. This conduction can be minimized if the cantilever base
sits directly on the silicon wafer which makes up the bulk of the cantilever chip and acts
as a heat sink. The configuration is illustrated in Fig. 2.6(a). If instead the silicon nitride
extends out from the silicon and the base of the cantilevers is not flush with the silicon
wafer, as depicted in Fig. 2.6(b), conduction along the suspended nitride ledge to adjacent
cantilevers is increased.
In order to prevent thermal conduction between cantilevers through the base, partic-
ular attention must be taken during the following three steps: (1) alignment of top- and
bottom–side patterns, (2) etching of the nitride for back–side windows, and (3) release of
the cantilevers in KOH wet etch. Slight misalignment between top- and bottom–side pat-
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terns can lead to undercut of the silicon nitride at the cantilever bases. If the RIE etch of
the nitride for the back–side windows goes past the nitride and into the silicon, the corre-
sponding window created on the top side can be larger than intended. Finally, the cantilever
release step is performed with a wet etch from the back–side to prevent KOH etching under
the base of the cantilever from the top side. Tolerances for mis–alignment and over–etching
of the bottom–side nitride windows are allowed by designing the backside window openings
to be slightly smaller for a corresponding top–side window up to 5 µm smaller. As such,
the cantilever base is likely to sit directly on top of the silicon wafer. In fact, the freely
suspended cantilever region may be up to 5 µm shorter in length, as depicted in Fig. 2.6(b).
This configuration is preferred as conduction between the cantilevers through the base is
negligible in this case.
2.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we have presented the design specifications for a bi–material microcantilever
sensor optimized for thermal sensing. The design minimizes thermal conductance of the
cantilever while remaining viable for sensing via optical beam deflection technique. Detailed
fabrication steps are included, with particular attention to measures taken to avoid overhang
of the cantilevers at the base. This attention is given due to thermal considerations which
will be discussed further in Chapter 4, which presents a new measurement technique for
single nanostructure thermal conductance using bi–material cantilever sensors.
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Chapter 3
Sub–picowatt resolution calorimetry
with a bi–material microcantilever
sensor
In this chapter, we characterize a bi–material microcantilever sensor designed and fabricated
to optimize thermal sensitivity. We determine the thermal conductance of the cantilever to
be 330 ± 20 nWK−1. Using this cantilever, we show measurements with resolution of less
than 1 pW of heat flow through the cantilever. The thermal noise–limited resolution of the
cantilever is analyzed and expected to be ≈ 50 fW.
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3.1 Introduction
Measurement of heat transport through single molecules has proven elusive thus–far in the
study of nanoscale heat transfer. This measurement requires the ability to sense smaller
magnitudes of heat transfer than what is currently posible. A microfabricated suspended
device has proven to be a versatile platform for measurement of heat conduction through
single nanowires, as discussed in Chapter 1. It has been used extensively in measurements of
heat conduction through carbon nanotubes and silicon nanowires, resolving power as small
as 2 nW [24]. More sensitive measurements will allow for study of other interesting phenom-
ena, including heat conduction through polymeric nanowires and the effects of molecular
chain alignment which is believed to enhance thermal conductivity of polymers significantly
compared to that of bulk polymer [15]. Such studies will have valuable implications for
design of thermal interface materials. Looking further, while there have been measurements
made on electrical conductivity of single molecules, heat conduction measurements on sin-
gle molecules have proven inaccessible [150–154]. Estimates place the conductance of single
molecules to be on the order of 10 pW/K [150; 155]. Thus, if a stable temperature differential
of 0.1 K across a molecule can be achieved, we may be able to probe single molecule thermal
properties with a picowatt–resolution thermal sensor.
The bi–material microcantilever is a particularly sensitive calorimeter. A commercially
available, triangular atomic force microscope (AFM) cantilever was used to measure power
with resolution of 100 pW [119]. The resolution of a similar triangular cantilever was im-
proved to 76 pW by optimizing thicknesses of the films which make up the cantilever [121].
By modulating the incident radiation at a frequency such that the limiting noise was reduced
beyond low frequency 1/f noise, resolution was further improved to 40 pW [156]. Recently,
a more complex microdevice consisting of a bi–material cantilever thermally isolated from
its chip via long, thin beams was reported with resolution of ≈ 4 pW [157]. This progression
in heat flux resolution is captured in Fig. 3.1.
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Figure 3.2: Scanning electron microscope image of a fabricated cantilever.
3.2 Experiment
3.2.1 Cantilever thermal conductance
In this chapter, we show that the conventional bi–material cantilever can be modified, with-
out sacrificing the ease of measurement via the optical deflection technique [110], to enable
sub–picowatt heat transfer detection. The design of the cantilever is proposed and detailed
in Chapter 2. Recall the formula for thermal conductance of a bi–material cantilever, Gc,








where k and t are the thermal conductivity and layer thickness, respectively, b is the cantilever
width, L is the length from the cantilever base to the point at which the laser is focused,
and subscripts 1 and 2 denote the properties of the two materials. Silicon nitride cantilevers
used in the work of this chapter were fabricated with nominal dimensions L = 85 µm, b = 4
µm, t1 = 130 nm, with a gold layer 35 nm thick deposited on top. Using thin–film thermal
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conductivities of Si3N4 and Au (2.2 Wm
−1K−1 and 85 Wm−1K−1, respectively [158; 159]) we
calculate the thermal conductance of our cantilever to be 153 nWK−1. Gc was subsequently
measured experimentally using a technique outlined by Narayanaswamy and Gu [126]. We
measured the conductance to be 330± 20 nWK−1. (All quoted uncertainties in this chapter
correspond to standard error unless otherwise noted.) The discrepancy between measured
and calculated conductance can be attributed to uncertainty in the material properties,
quality, and thickness of the thin films. A scanning electron microscope image of a fabricated
cantilever is shown in Fig. 3.2.
3.2.2 Optical apparatus
Two lasers are used in the experiment. Figure 3.3 shows the optical apparatus by which
the two lasers are focused onto a single cantilever. The setup is similar to that found in
an atomic force microscope, with the addition of polarization optics and beamsplitters for
the purpose of introducing the second laser into the system and keeping the two lasers at
near–normal incidence on the cantilever. The first laser is focused near the free end of the
cantilever and its power is varied, thereby varying the heat flux to the cantilever. A neutral
density filter placed in front of the heating laser allows us to control the power absorbed by
the cantilever to sub–picowatt values. A second laser is focused on the same region of the
cantilever and is used to sense the deflection of the cantilever. The position of the reflected
spot from the second laser is monitored with a position sensitive detector (On–trak PSM2–
10 with OT–301 amplifier), thereby recording deflection of the cantilever. The two lasers
operate at different wavelengths (heating laser at λ1 = 670 nm, sensing laser at λ2 = 635
nm) so that the heating laser can be filtered out by using an appropriate filter before the
position sensitive detector (PSD) and only the sensing laser spot is incident on the PSD.
The entire apparatus is suspended on a passive vibration isolation platform inside a vacuum
chamber with pressure < 1.5 mPa.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic and photo of optical apparatus used to focus two lasers onto the end
of one cantilever. Isolator and polarization optics minimize reflected laser light returning to
diode optical cavity. A neutral density (ND) filter allows for control of the power absorbed
by the cantilever from the heating laser down to the sub–picowatt range.
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3.2.3 Determination of signal–to–noise ratio
The power resolution measurement is performed by modulating the power of the heating
laser and using a lock–in amplifier to detect the deflection of the cantilever. Figure 3.4(a)
shows the normalized PSD signal, which is proportional to cantilever deflection, versus the
frequency of modulation of the heating laser, measured with two gain settings of the PSD
amplifier (G2 – low gain, G5 – high gain). In the upper curve, drop–off of the signal is
due to the finite thermal time constant of the cantilever; the lower curve exhibits additional
drop–off due to the lower bandwidth limit of the amplifier high gain setting. In the case
where the cantilever is heated only at its end, the thermal time constant can be written as
τ = bL
2Gc
(ρ1C1t1 + ρ2C2t2) where C1 and C2 are the heat capacity and ρ1 and ρ2 the density
for the two material layers [119]. Using bulk values for material properties of gold and silicon
nitride [121], the time constant for our cantilevers is calculated to be ≈ 0.16 ms. The time
constant can be determined experimentally as the inverse of that frequency at which the
cantilever oscillation magnitude has decreased to 70 % of the low frequency limit [160]. This
frequency is found to be ≈ 560 Hz, and the corresponding time constant 0.29 ms. Figure
3.4(b) shows the power spectral density of the noise in the detector signal, which includes
contributions from the laser diodes as well as electrical and mechanical sources. Figure
3.4(c) shows the signal–to–noise (SNR) ratio computed from the corresponding signal and
noise measurements made with the high gain setting of the PSD amplifier. The modulation
frequency of the heating laser was chosen to be the frequency at which the SNR is maximized
(380 Hz in this case). The laser was modulated with a sinusoidal signal from a function
generator (Agilent 33220A). The output signal from the function generator was used as the
reference signal for the lock–in amplifier (Signal Recovery 7265).
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Figure 3.4: (a) PSD signal versus heating laser frequency measured with lock–in amplifier.
The y–axis is normalized by the signal in the low frequency limit. The lower curve is measured
with the high gain setting of the PSD amplifier (G5 – bandwidth 310 Hz), the setting used
in experiments. The upper curve is measured with a low gain setting which has a higher
bandwidth (G2 – 15 kHz). (b) Power spectral density of the noise in the PSD signal. The
lower curve is measured with the high gain setting. The upper curve is measured with the
low gain setting which allows measurement of the first resonance unattenuated. Inset shows
the noise near the first resonance frequency together with the fitted curve described in Eq.
3.4. (c) Signal–to–noise.
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of the position of the optical power meter (green box labelled PD in
figure) for measurement of power (a) incident on, (b) transmitted through, and (c) reflected
from the cantilever. These three measured quantities are used to determine the cantilever
absorptivity.
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3.2.4 Cantilever absorptivity
In order to determine the heating laser power absorbed by the cantilever, an optical power
meter (Thorlabs S2120B) was used to measure the laser power incident on, transmitted
behind, and reflected from the cantilever, as shown in Fig. 3.5 [126]. For this measurement,
the heating laser was focused directly on the cantilever without a neutral density filter in
its path, so that the laser power would be large enough to measure with the power meter.
The transmissivity of the neutral density filter was measured separately and the laser power
output values were scaled by this measured transmissivity factor. Absorptivity could thus
be calculated as that fraction of power incident on the cantilever that is not reflected or
transmitted. Because of the way absorptivity is determined, care must be taken to minimize
the scattering of laser light so as to minimize error in the absorption measurement - scattered
light may not be accounted for in the transmission and reflection measurements and thus
lead to overestimated absorption. In particular, by focusing the laser to as small a spot
size as possible on the cantilever, scattering from the edges of the cantilever is minimized.
Reflectivity and transmissivity were measured on two different days on which the experiment
was run. The results of these measurements are presented in Table 3.1. Notice that because
the absorptivity is small, errors in the measured reflectivity and transmissivity significantly
affect the perceived absorbed power. For comparison, reflectivity and transmissivity were
similarly measured for the laser spot focused on a suspended structure with the same silicon
Data set Reflectivity Transmissivity Absorptivity
1 0.831 ± 0.003 0.123 ± 0.001 0.046 ± 0.003
2 0.813 ± 0.002 0.131 ± 0.001 0.055 ± 0.002
Table 3.1: Cantilever absorptivity measurements performed during collection of two differ-
ent data sets.
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nitride and gold layer thicknesses as the cantilever but with a much larger area. From
these measurements, the reflectivity and transmissivity were measured to be 0.866 ± 0.003
and 0.065 ± 0.003, respectively, yielding an absorptivity of 0.069 ± 0.006. Reflection and
transmission coefficients were also calculated for a four–layer medium (vacuum – gold –
silicon nitride – vacuum) with the thicknesses of the gold and silicon nitride regions 35
nm and 130 nm, respectively. For the wavelength of the heating laser, 670 nm, the real
and imaginary parts of the refractive index, n and κ, respectively, used were n = 0.161,
κ = 3.40 for gold, n = 2.02, κ = 0 for silicon nitride [161]. Reflectivity, transmissivity,
and absorptivity were calculated to be 0.847, 0.098, 0.055, respectively. Though we have
confirmed that the focused laser spot appears visually to lie within the cantilever, a small
fraction (< 4%) is not incident directly on the cantilever. This explains the larger value of
transmissivity in our measurements performed with the cantilever.
3.2.5 Power resolution measurement
The PSD signal proportional to the deflection of the cantilever due to power absorbed at
the end is plotted in Fig. 3.6. For absorbed power < 4 pW, a lock–in time constant of 100
seconds was used corresponding to measurement bandwidth of 1.2 mHz. The other points
were measured with a time constant of 10 seconds corresponding to a 12 mHz bandwidth.
A curve of the form y = a
√
x2 + x2n is fit to the full set of data shown in the inset of
Fig. 3.6 [157]. The term xn corresponds to the noise equivalent power. To account for
the error in measured absorptivity, a Monte Carlo simulation is performed whereby 1000
random absorptivity values are generated such that they obey a normal distribution with
the same mean and standard deviation as in the measured absorptivity value. We use this
distribution to generate 1000 data sets and perform the curve fitting as many times. The
slope determined by this fitting method, a, is found to be 340 ± 20 nV/pW. The noise
equivalent power, xn, is found to be 0.9 ± 0.3 pW. The errors in the fitting parameters
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Figure 3.6: Position sensitive detector signal corresponding to cantilever deflection plotted
against change in power absorbed at the cantilever end. For absorbed power < 4 pW (>
4 pW), a lock–in time constant of 100 (10) seconds was used and each point represents the
mean of 4 (10) individual measurements, and the error bars represent the standard error.
The dotted line corresponds to the noise floor of the system for a time constant of 100 seconds
(1.2 mHz measurement bandwidth). The noise floor is determined using the measured noise
at 380 Hz from the noise spectrum presented in Fig. 3.4(b). The inset shows the cantilever
response over a larger range of absorbed power.
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signify the interval in which 95 % of the values lie. Using the measured thermal conductance
of the cantilever, this corresponds to temperature resolution of 2.8± 0.9 µK.
3.3 Theoretical cantilever noise–limited resolution
Our power measurement is limited by noise from the electronics, primarily the PSD amplifier,
and from mechanical vibrations, primarily from the vacuum pump. If these sources of noise
can be suppressed, the minimum power detectable by the cantilever sensor is limited by
the thermal noise of the cantilever. The thermal noise–induced mean–squared amplitude












where B is the bandwidth of the measurement, kc the spring constant of the cantilever, νk
the natural resonant frequency and Q the quality factor of the cantilever at that resonance.









The values of Q and νk can be determined by fitting a curve of the form












to the measured mean–squared voltage fluctuation near the first resonant frequency [163].
The fitting parameters are A1, A2, Q, νk, and 〈V 2(νk)〉; the fitted curve is shown in the inset
of Fig. 3.4(b). From this fit, we find Q = 486 ± 2, νk = 9565.60 ± 0.03 Hz, and 〈V 2(νk)〉
= (1134± 3)× 10−10 V2Hz−1. A calibration of the detector signal performed by displacing
the cantilever tip by a known distance with a piezoelectric transducer yields 〈δz2(νk)〉 =
(124 ± 4) × 10−22 m2Hz−1 [163]. We then calculate the experimentally determined spring
constant for our cantilever, kc = (107± 4)× 10−4 Nm−1. Returning to Eq. 3.2, we can find
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the noise due to thermal vibrations of the cantilever for the low gain setting of the PSD
amplifier. Because we use the high gain setting for our measurements, we scale this value
according to the transfer function relating the signal for the two gain settings, yielding the
cantilever thermal noise limit as measured with the high gain setting of the PSD amplifier
to be (18± 3)× 10−14 V2Hz−1. Using the slope, a, from the fit to our experimental results,
we determine the thermal noise–limited power sensitivity of our cantilevers for a 1.2 mHz
measurement bandwidth to be 44± 5 fW.
3.4 Thermal model
In this section, we develop a thermal model for the temperature change along a cantilever
beam with a sinusoidal heat flux input at the free end. We treat the cantilever as a one-
dimensional segment of length L. At the free end, we define an absorbed heat flux Poe
iωt,
where Po is the heat flux amplitude and ω the angular frequency. We define the temperature
difference θ such that at any position x along the beam, θ(x, t) = T (x, t)− T (0, t). We also
set x = 0 at the base of the cantilever. The temperature of the base, T (0, t), is considered
constant as the cantilever chip acts as a heat sink.
Because our experiment is performed in vacuum, we do not consider convection and thus
we are solving a one-dimensional heat conduction problem. Separating variables, we express
θ as:
θ(x, t) = ψ(x)eiωt (3.5)
We assume an expression for ψ of the form:
ψ(x) = B1 sinh(λx) +B2 cosh(λx) (3.6)
Using this expression for ψ, we can write the general equation for the heat conduction
problem as:
iω[B1 sinh(λx) +B2 cosh(λx)]e
iωt = αλ2[B1 sinh(λx) +B2 cosh(λx)]e
iωt (3.7)
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Turning to the boundary conditions, from our definition of θ we have that θ(0, t) = 0.
Using this condition, we find that B2 = 0. At the other end of the cantilever, x = L, we










The solution for the temperature change along a cantilever beam with a sinusoidal heat
flux input at the free end models the experiment discussed in this Chapter. The resolution we
have determined is the minimum value of Po for which a deflection signal from the cantilever
can be discerned.
3.5 Conclusion
In summary, we have developed and fabricated ultrasensitive cantilevers capable of measuring
absorbed power as small as less than 1 pW. This is an improvement over the previous
resolution limit of 4 pW measured with a bi–material cantilever based sensor [157]. With
improvements to the apparatus, we should be able to approach cantilever thermal noise–
limited power sensitivity of ≈ 50 fW. The demonstrated sensitivity of these cantilevers
makes them a valuable tool for investigation of nanoscale thermal transport and potentially
single molecule thermal transport.
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In this chapter, a pair of low thermal conductance bi–material microcantilevers are proposed
as a configuration for measuring thermal conductance of a nanostructure suspended between
the two. We present a thermal model of the measurement technique. The resolution of the
technique is determined experimentally by measuring the background conductance between
the two cantilevers in the absence of any nanostructure. Background conductance, primarily
due to optical coupling, is measured for cantilevers with varying pad size and found to be
as low as 0.05 nWK−1, with cantilevers with larger pad size yielding the smallest stray
conductance.
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4.1 Introduction
Bi–material microcantilevers can be used for extremely sensitive thermal measurements, as
described in Chapter 1 [15; 119; 121; 122; 156; 157]. In the previous chapter, a microcantilever
was used to measure absorbed power less than 1 pW [122]. Given the high thermal sensitivity
of these cantilevers, an extension to their use as thermal sensors is to use them to measure
heat conduction in nanostructures. To date, the suspended microdevice has proven a valuable
tool in this type of measurement [6; 24; 27; 30; 31; 33; 38]. In the suspended microdevice
technique, a nanostructure is suspended between two silicon nitride islands. Using platinum
resistance thermometers patterned on the silicon nitride, one island is heated slightly while
the temperature rise is measured on the other island. In this chapter, we propose a technique
which mimics the principle of the suspended microdevice, while replacing the silicon nitride
islands used in that device with bi–material microcantilevers. Instead of platinum resistors,
two laser beams, one focused on each cantilever, are used to heat and sense. The sensitivity
of the technique is limited by heat flow between the two cantilevers via pathways other
than conduction through the nanostructure suspended between the two cantilevers. We will
identify those pathways and present measurements of the conductance between two adjacent
bi–material cantilever sensors on the same chip. As will be shown, this measured conductance
and its associated error determine the minimum conductance that can be detected using the
cantilever technique with our current apparatus.
4.2 Dual–cantilever measurement analysis
In the dual–cantilever thermal conduction measurement, a nanostructure is suspended be-
tween the ends of two bi–material microcantilevers (see Fig. 4.1(a)). One laser, focused on
the end of one of the cantilevers, is varied by a known amount of power, thereby introduc-
ing a varying heat flux at the end of that cantilever. A second laser, whose power is kept
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constant, is used to sense deflection of the second cantilever corresponding to temperature
change due to heat flux through the nanostructure. The sensing laser beam, on reflection
from the sensing cantilever, is directed onto a position sensitive detector, thereby generating
a signal proportional to the deflection of the sensing cantilever.
We designed the cantilevers used in this work to minimize their thermal conductance,
thereby increasing thermal sensitivity (refer to Chapter 2) [122; 164]. The thermal circuit
diagram for the dual–cantilever thermal measurement technique is shown in Fig. 4.1(b). In
the description that follows, the laser focused on cantilever 1 is taken to be the heating laser,
and the laser focused on cantilever 2 the sensing laser. Cantilevers 1 and 2 are referred to
as the heating and sensing cantilevers, respectively.
The power absorbed at the end of the heating cantilever due to the heating laser, Pabs,1,
can be written as:
Pabs,1 = Gc,1(Tend,1 − Tb) + (Gns +Gstray) (Tend,1 − Tend,2) (4.1)
where Tend,1 and Tend,2 are the temperatures at the ends of cantilevers 1 and 2, respectively,
Gc,1 is the thermal conductance of cantilever 1, Tb is the temperature at the base of the
cantilevers (the cantilever chip is treated as a heat sink), Gns is the conductance of the
nanostructure, and Gstray is the conductance between the two cantilevers via pathways other
than conductance through the nanostructure. The first term on the right–hand side of the
above expression corresponds to the power that flows through the first cantilever, while the
second term corresponds to the power which flows to cantilever 2. Pflow,2 is defined as the
power that flows through the second (sensing) cantilever, and can be expressed as follows:
Pflow,2 = Pabs,2 + (Gns +Gstray) (Tend,1 − Tend,2)
= Gc,2(Tend,2 − Tb)
(4.2)
where Pabs,2 is the power absorbed at the end of cantilever 2 due to the sensing laser, and
Gc,2 is the thermal conductance of cantilever 2. In the dual–cantilever technique, the heating
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Figure 4.1: (a) Schematic diagram of the configuration of nanostructure, cantilevers, and
lasers for the dual–cantilever conduction measurement. (b) Thermal circuit diagram for
nanostructure conductance measurement. Gc is the thermal conductance of the cantilever,
Gns the thermal conductance of the nanostructure, and Gstray the stray conductance between
the two cantilevers. Tend is the temperature at the end of cantilever and Tb is the temperature
at base of the cantilevers.
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laser is varied by a small amount δPabs,1. δPabs,1 can be expressed as follows:
δPabs,1 = Gc,1δTend,1 + (Gns +Gstray) (δTend,1 − δTend,2) (4.3)
where δTend,1 is the change in temperature at the end of cantilever 1 due to the change in
power of the heating laser, and δTend,2 is the change in temperature at the end of cantilever
2. We also define δPflow,2, the change in power flowing through the second cantilever because
of the varying of the heating laser output, which can be expressed as follows:
δPflow,2 = (Gns +Gstray) (δTend,1 − δTend,2)
= Gc,2(δTend,2)
(4.4)
If we know the power sensitivity of the sensing cantilever (which is determined experimen-
tally), we can measure δPflow,2 based on the deflection of the second cantilever. Using Eq.














Note that in this expression, δPabs,1 is the known change in power introduced by modu-
lating the heating laser and is controlled by the experimentalist, δPflow,2 is the change in
power measured by detection of the sensing laser, and Gc,1 and Gc,2 are known values deter-
mined experimentally. From Eq. 4.5, it follows that the smaller the value for Gstray and its
associated error, the smaller the minimum Gns which can be measured.
Potential pathways for stray heat transfer between the cantilevers include convective
transfer between the cantilevers, radiative transfer, conduction via the cantilever chip, and
optical coupling, which refers to the heat flow in a cantilever due to absorption of scattered
laser light from the other cantilever. Convective transfer is negligible since the entire ex-
perimental apparatus is inside a vacuum chamber (pressure < 1.5 mPa). Because the two
cantilevers are at different temperatures, heat transfer between them due to radiative trans-
fer should be taken into account. Let us consider Grad, the radiative conductance between
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Figure 4.2: Representation of sources of stray thermal conductance between adjacent can-
tilever sensors which include radiative transfer (Grad), conduction through the base (Gcond),
and optical scattering (Gscatter).
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the two cantilevers. For grey body objects with emissivities ε1 and ε2, the radiative transfer
between the objects is as follows:
Q =








where A1 and A2 are the surface areas of the two objects, and F12 is the view factor between
the two objects. If we treat the two cantilevers in the simplest case such that they are
undeformed with only the two sides of the cantilever facing each other we can compute the
view factor based on the solution for aligned parallel rectangles [165]. Using the dimensions
of our cantilevers and a spacing of 100 µm between the cantilevers, we find F12 ≈ 4.5×10−4.
Since 1
A1F12
is large, we can neglect the emissivity terms and approximate the radiative
conductance Grad as
Grad ≈ 4σA1F12T 3m (4.7)
where Tm is the mean temperature between the two cantilever ends. Letting Tm = 310 K,
we find Grad ≈ 5× 10−14 WK−1. This is much smaller than the stray conductance values we
have measured, indicating that radiative conductance between cantilevers is not the primary
source of stray conductance. This leaves optical coupling and conduction through the chip
as possible sources for limiting stray conductance.
4.3 Experiment
In order to study the effects of optical coupling in our dual–cantilever technique, we fabricated
a series of cantilevers with varying areas of the platform for the laser spot. We fabricated
pairs of cantilevers with circular platforms of diameters 10, 20, 30, and 40 µm while keeping
the length, width, and thickness constant, and the spacing between adjacent cantilevers
constant at 100 µm center–to–center.
To determine the stray conductance, we performed two measurements for each cantilever
pair. The first was a measure of the sensitivity of the sensing cantilever, and the second was a
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Figure 4.3: Focused laser spots configuration for (a) sensitivity measurement and for (b)
cross–sensitivity. (c) Sensitivity (triangular marker) and cross–sensitivity (circular marker)
data plotted as a function of absorbed power for the cantilever with 10 µm diameter pad,
together with linear fits.
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measurement of the cross–sensitivity between two cantilevers. For the first measurement, the
sensing and heating lasers were both focused on the end of the sensing cantilever (Fig. 4.3(a)).
By varying the power of the heating laser, we generated a sensitivity curve for the signal
from the position sensitive detector (proportional to deflection of the sensing cantilever) to
incident heating on the sensing cantilever. The sensitivity SP is the slope of the linear fit to
this curve. We also measured the fraction of the heating laser power absorbed by the sensing
cantilever, α2. SP/α2 is the sensitivity of the position sensitive detector signal to absorbed
power at the tip of the sensing cantilever.
For the measurement of cross–sensitivity, the heating laser was moved to the adjacent
cantilever (Fig. 4.3(b)). The position of the sensing laser was not altered. This configuration
of lasers is the configuration which would be used for a nanostructure conduction measure-
ment, but in this case there is no nanostructure suspended between the two cantilevers.
This is analagous to measurement of background thermal conductance in the absence of a
nanostructure on the suspended microdevice [24; 38]. By varying the power of the heating
laser on the heating cantilever, and measuring the response of the sensing cantilever, we gen-
erated a cross–sensitivity signal in terms of position sensitive detector signal versus power
input to the heating cantilever. In the absence of a nanostructure suspended between the
two cantilevers, this cross–sensitivity can be attributed to the other pathways for stray heat
transfer between the cantilevers mentioned earlier in this manuscript. Fitting a line to the
data yielded a slope, SP,cross. We also measured the absorptivity of the heating cantilever, α1,
for this configuration and defined SP,cross/α1 as the cross–sensitivity signal: the sensitivity of
the position sensitive detector signal to absorbed power at the tip of the heating cantilever.
Sensitivity and cross–sensitivity measurements for the cantilever with 10 µm diameter
pad are shown in Fig. 4.3(c) together with linear fits. The measurements for sensitivity
and cross–sensitivity are presented in Table 4.1 for each pad diameter along with β, where
β = α1SP/α2SP,cross. Note that the values for sensitivity and cross–sensitivity are dependent
on the location of the position sensitive detector, which was changed between measurements
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on different cantilever pairs. Therefore, sensitivity and cross–sensitivity figures should not
be used for comparison of the different cantilevers, but β is independent of the detector po-
sitioning. For all measurements, the heating laser power was varied by sending a sinusoidal
signal to the laser driver (IP500, ThorLabs, Newton, NJ) with a frequency of 10 Hz. In a
thermal conduction measurement, the frequency at which the heating laser can be modu-
lated will be limited by the thermal time constant of the nanostructure. For a cylindrical
rod in vacuum, the characteristic thermal time constant for axial conduction is given as
τ = L2/π2D, where L is the length of the rod and D the thermal diffusivity [166]. The
frequency of modulation of the heating laser should be chosen with consideration to the
thermal time constant of the nanostructure being tested. We note, however, that because
our measurements of sensitivity and cross–sensitivity were performed well below the cutoff
frequency determined by the thermal time constant of the cantilevers themselves, the only
change in our measurements introduced by lowering the frequency of the heating laser will
be an increase in the noise floor of the measurement; there should not be a significant change
in the sensitivity and cross–sensitivities measured for frequencies lower than 10 Hz.
Thermal conductance of the sensing cantilevers was measured following the method de-
tailed by Narayanaswamy and Gu [126]. In that method, the conductance of the cantilever,
Gc, is found according to the expression Gc = αST/2SP, where ST is the sensitivity of the
position sensitive detector signal to variation in TB. Figure 4.4 shows a plot of ST and SP/α
measured for the cantilever with 40 µm diameter pad. The thermal conductance for can-
tilevers of each pad diameter is listed in Table 4.1. Note that the cantilevers with 20, 30, and
40 µm diameter pads were fabricated from the same wafer while cantilevers with 10 µm pad
came from a second wafer. Gstray is determined according to the relation Gstray = Gc,2/β,
and is also listed in the table.
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Figure 4.4: ST and SP/α measured for the cantilever with 40 µm diameter pad, together
with values for the fitted slopes. Note that SP/α is plotted with respect to the lower x-axis
while ST is plotted with respect to the upper x-axis.
4.4 Discussion
The fact that stray conductance reduces with increasing size of the pad on which the lasers
are focused indicates that optical coupling is the primary source of stray conductance between
the two cantilevers. As discussed previously, radiative conductance between the cantilevers is
negligible compared to the measured values of stray conductance. If the stray conductance
were due to conduction through the chip, we would not expect the stray conductance to
vary with the size of the cantilever pad. The similarity in stray conductance values for
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Pad diam. SP/α2 SP,cross/α1 β Gc,2 Gstray
(µm) (VW−1) (VW−1) (nWK−1) (nWK−1)
10 (166± 9)× 103 123 ± 5 1350 ± 90 980 ± 40 0.72 ± 0.06
20 (470± 10)× 103 156 ± 2 3000 ± 90 234 ± 7 0.078 ± 0.003
30 (856± 3)× 103 197 ± 7 4300 ± 200 207 ± 5 0.047 ± 0.002
40 (480± 20)× 103 99 ± 1 4800 ± 200 261 ± 9 0.054 ± 0.003
Table 4.1: Cantilever sensitivity, cross–sensitivity, and conductance measurements. For
the sensitivity and cross–sensitivity measurements, heating laser power is oscillated at a
frequency of 10 Hz.
the cantilevers with 30 and 40 µm diameter pad sizes indicates optical coupling has been
minimized in this range of pad diameters, and going to larger pad sizes is not expected to
reduce stray conductance any further.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented measurement of the stray conductance between two adja-
cent bi–material microcantilevers fabricated on the same silicon chip. The smallest conduc-
tance we have measured is 0.05 nWK−1. We have also shown that stray conductance was
reduced with increased cantilever pad size, indicating that the stray conductance is domi-
nated by optical coupling. Pairs of adjacent bi-material cantilevers, such as those used for
this work, are proposed as a novel platform for the measurement of thermal transport through
nanostructures suspended between them. Such thermal measurements will be presented in
Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5
Thermal conductance measurements
on polystyrene nanowires using the
dual–cantilever technique
In this chapter, we present thermal conduction measurements performed on individual
polystyrene nanowire samples by means of the dual–cantilever thermal conductance mea-
surement technique. The polymeric nanowire samples are presented as a case study whereby
the viability of the technique is demonstrated, while relevant challenges are identified along
the way.
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5.1 Introduction
Polymers are typically regarded as thermal insulators, their disordered nature leading to low
bulk thermal conductivity values. In 2010, Shen et al. published measurements of ther-
mal conductivity in polyethylene nanowires showing sharp increase in thermal conductivity
compared to that of bulk polyethylene, with conductivity values of fibers as high as ≈ 100
Wm−1K−1 [15]. This increase in conductivity was attributed to the reduction in voids and
defects in the nanostructured polymeric wire, along with preferential alignment of molecular
chains along the axis of the nanowire.
While polyethylene is a highly crystalline polymer, investigations of strength and thermal
conductivity in polymeric nanostructures find such enhancements are not limited to crys-
talline polymers but are also found in amorphous polymers [1; 9; 14]. A number of works
have attributed the alignment of molecular chains within amorphous regions as a source of
enhanced modulus and thermal conductivity properties [8; 14; 16].
In this chapter, we investigate the thermal conductivity of polystyrene nanofiber samples
fabricated via electrospinning. To the extent that polystyrene is amorphous by nature,
enhancement in thermal conductivity in polystyrene nanofibers can be more confidently
ascribed to molecular alignment along the fiber axis. The electrospinning process has been
used to fabricate nanofibers with diameters ranging from tens of nanometers to microns
in diameter with very high aspect ratios quickly and easily. In this technique, a polymer is
dissolved in solution and held in a reservoir, usually a syringe with a sharp tip. A high voltage
potential is applied between the tip and a grounded collector plate held at some distance from
the tip, generating an electric field which leads to the formation of a jet of solution leaving
the reservoir and travelling to the collector. In the process, the solvent evaporates from the
jet, leaving solid polmeric nanofibers which collect on the grounded plate. The physics of
the process is such that the jet is believed to undergo a high degree of stretching leading to
molecular chain alignment along the nanofiber axis [14], with draw ratios greater than 104
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[167]. The rapid evaporation process and subsequent solidification of fibers is also believed
to inhibit crystallization in the electrospun fibers, as observed by various groups [14; 168;
169]. As such, thermal conductivity effects observed on electrospun polymeric nanowires are
likely to be traceable to alignment of polymer chains rather than to an enhanced crystal
structure. At the same time, the sample sizes in works to date [7; 15] as well as presented
within this chapter do not warrant any conclusions as they are far too limited. Certainly,
a more comprehensive measurement on a broader population of polymeric nanofibers is
necessary to deepen our understanding of thermal transport in polymer nanofibers. With
the demonstrated high–thermal sensitivity of bi–material cantilever sensors, and the simple
technique for attachment of electrsopun polymeric wires to cantilevers described in this
chapter, the dual–cantilever technique is an effective technique for probing these properties
and could serve as an effective basis for such a comprehensive study.
5.2 Experiment
In this section, the details of sample preparation by electrospinning are discussed. Measure-
ments are presented of the thermal conductance measured between the two cantilevers across
which a wire is suspended. The effects of mechanical coupling between the two cantilevers
due to the presence of the nanowire sample are also taken into account, and a model of the
mechanical coupling is discussed.
5.2.1 Nanowire preparation
Polystyrene (Mw = 280, 000) was purchased in pellet form from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis,
MO). Toluene was purchased from Pharmco–AAPER (Brookfield, CT) and was of analytical
research grade. The polymer solution was prepared by dissolving polystyrene (PS) pellets
in toluene at a concentration of 8% polystyrene by weight. The solution was stirred at room
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of the electrospinning process.
temperature with a magnetic stirrer for 48 hours to ensure complete dissolution of the pellets.
A schematic of the electrospinning process is shown in Fig. 5.1. For our electrospinning
work, high voltage came from a EH series 100 W DC power supply (Glassman High Voltage
Inc., High Bridge, NJ). The needles used were supplied by Becton Dickinson (size 23 gauge
/ I.D. 0.337 µm / O.D. 0.641 µm). For the samples used in this paper, the electrospinning
parameters that yielded the nanowires are listed in Table 5.1. Presence of nanowires was
detected under optical microscope.
To produce suspended wires which could be more easily manipulated, a split collector
configuration was employed in the electrospinning process. Such a collector configuration has
been discussed in a number of works [170–174]. These works describe variations on the idea
of the split collector, but in essence it differs from the traditional flat plate collector target
in that it consists of two grounded electrodes separated by a gap. Electrostatic interactions
lead to the collection of electrospun wires parallel to each other and aligned across the gap.
Such wire formation is particularly useful as spans of single nanowire can be identified, and,
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of the technique for affixing a single electrospun nanowire between
two cantilever ends. The steps are performed under optical microscope.
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Sample Voltage Needle–to–collector Nanowire Nanowire suspended
(kV) distance (cm) diameter (nm) length (µm)
1 7.0 12.0 303 ± 13 105 ± 4
2 7.0 9.0 132 ± 13 109 ± 4
3 8.0 9.0 213 ± 16 99 ± 3
4 10.0 12.0 182 ± 12 75 ± 4
5 7.0 9.0 114 ± 8 86 ± 4
Table 5.1: Electrospinning parameters for polystyrene samples, along with dimensions of
suspended samples measured in SEM.
because the wires are suspended, they can be transferred easily onto our cantilevers for
thermal measurements in the method described below.
For the purposes of the thermal measurement using the dual–cantilever technique, nanowire
samples were attached to the cantilevers under optical microscope. Figure 5.2 illustrates the
technique whereby a nanowire sample is attached to the cantilevers. First, an individual,
suspended nanowire is identified under optical microscope. The cantilever chip is then po-
sitioned such that the wire is suspended above the free ends of two microcantilevers. The
cantilevers are then slowly brought upwards such that they make contact with the nanowire.
Once the wire is brought into contact with the cantilevers, contact forces hold it in place.
As the cantilever is brought further upwards, the nanowire is broken on either end of the
nanowire leaving a length of polymer wire suspended between the two cantilever ends. If
contact between the wire and the two cantilevers does not happen simultaneously, the can-
tilever chip can be adjusted sideways such that tension in the wire suspended between the
cantilevers can be controlled to some degree. Figure 5.3 shows scanning electron microscope
(SEM) images of three suspended nanowire samples. The attachment process followed the
aforementioned description. From SEM imaging, the nanowire diameter and the suspended
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Figure 5.3: SEM images of electrospun polystyrene nanowires suspended between micro-
cantilevers. Samples (a) 1, (b) 2, and (c) 3 are shown.
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Figure 5.4: TEM images of electrospun polystyrene nanowires showing high aspect ratio,
smooth surface, and uniform diameter over long spans.
length are measured. These measurements are listed in Table 5.1 To avoid damaging the
samples with the electron beam, nanowires were imaged by SEM only after the thermal
measurements were collected. Electrospun polystyrene wires were also examined in a trans-
mission electron microscope (JEOL 2100 TEM, Hunter College). TEM images are shown in
Fig. 5.4, showing high aspect ratio, smooth surfaces, and uniform diameter of the electrospun
wires over long spans.
5.2.2 Thermal measurement
Five polystyrene wire samples were prepared and identified for the purposes of the thermal
measurement. The thermal measurement was introduced in Chapter 4 and is summarized
as follows: A heating laser is focused on the end of one cantilever (referred to as the heating
cantilever). A sinusoidal signal input to the heating laser driver produces a sinusoidal power
output variation in the heating laser. A second, sensing laser is focused on the end of the
second cantilever (referred to as the sensing cantilever). The power of the sensing laser is
held constant. The sensing laser is reflected onto a position sensitive detector (PSD) whereby
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Figure 5.5: Experimental data for one measurement each of sensitivity and cross–sensitivity
on sample 2, performed with the heating laser power oscillated at 1 Hz. Each data point
represents the average of 10 independent measurements, and the error bars represent the
standard deviation.
the deflection of the sensing cantilever can be monitored by movement in the position of the
reflected spot.
For the heating laser, a continuous wave laser diode (HL6722G, Optnext, Fremont, CA)
of wavelength 670 nm is used. The output is controlled using a laser diode driver (IP500,
ThorLabs, Newton, NJ). For the sensing laser, a laser diode of wavelength 635 nm (HL6335G,
Optnext) is used, its output power held constant by a high–stability laser diode driver
(LDC500, Stanford Research Systems, Sunnyvale, CA). The PSD used in the measurement
was an On–trak PSM 2–10 with 301 Position Sensing Amplifier (On–trak Photonics, Irvine,
CA). The PSD signal was measured via lock–in amplifier (Signal Recovery 7265, Ametek,
Berwyn, PA).
Sensitivity (heating and sensing lasers both focused on same cantilever) and cross–
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Sample SP/α2 SP,cross/α1 βmeas Gc,2
(VW−1) (VW−1) (nWK−1)
1 (134± 2)× 104 (320± 3)× 102 42.0 ± 0.6 257 ± 6
2 (90± 2)× 104 (47± 2)× 102 189 ± 7 236 ± 6
3 (138± 2)× 104 (853± 3)× 102 16.1 ± 0.2 279 ± 5
4 (97± 4)× 104 (157± 4)× 102 62 ± 3 207 ± 5
5 (147± 2)× 104 (250± 8)× 102 59 ± 2 234 ± 7
Table 5.2: Cantilever sensitivity, cross–sensitivity, and conductance measurements in the
presence of a nanowire specimen suspended between heating and sensing levers.
sensitivity measurements (heating laser moved to adjacent cantilever) were made for all
nanowire samples. Except for the presence of the nanowire, these measurements are identi-
cal to those discussed in Chapter 4. A subset of the measurements performed on sample 2
is shown in Fig. 5.5. Each data point in the figure represents the average of 10 consecutive
measurements, and the error bars represent the standard deviations. The measurements
were taken using a lock–in amplifier with the reference frequency set by the output from
the function generator signal used to vary the heating laser power. Sensitivity and cross–
sensitivity measurements were repeated at five frequencies (1, 2, 4, 8, and 10 Hz) for each
sample. For each measurement, the time constant used was 10x the period of the reference
signal, and the time between consecutive measurements was 10x the time constant so that
consecutive measurements were independent.
The thermal conductance of both heating and sensing cantilevers was measured for all
samples according to the method laid out by Narayanaswamy and Gu [126]. The sensitivity,
cross–sensitivity, and cantilever thermal conductance measurements are listed in Table 5.2,
together with βmeas (defined as the ratio of sensitivity to cross–sensitivity). As we will see in
the next section, the cross–sensitivity – and thereby βmeas as well – contains contributions
from thermal effects as well as from mechanical coupling between the two cantilevers intro-
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Figure 5.6: Experimental data for one measurement each of Smech,cross and Smech,direct on
sample 2. Each measurement was repeated six times.
duced by the presence of the nanowire. The next section discusses how we take into account
the mechanical coupling contribution for the thermal measurement.
5.2.3 Mechanical coupling measurement
In order to quantify unwanted effects from mechanical coupling, a follow–up measurement
to the thermal measurements was performed whereby the heating cantilever was deflected
by a known distance and the deflection signal from the sensing cantilever was monitored.
The heating cantilever was deflected by a known amount using a piezo–actuated po-
sitioner (PX38, Piezosystem Jena, Hopedale, MA). A silicon chip with a sharp edge was
attached to the piezo stage and used to make contact with the heating cantilever at its free
end. Plotting the response from the PSD signal corresponding to the sensing cantilever de-
flection versus the output signal from the piezo–stage yields a slope which we call Smech,cross.
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For comparison, a similar measurement is performed whereby the piezo–stage is used to
deflect the sensing cantilever directly, with the sensing cantilever signal being monitored.
We call the slope generated in this way Smech,direct. Mechanical coupling measurements per-
formed on sample 2 are shown in Fig. 5.6. The mechanical coupling measurements on
samples 2 through 5 are presented in Table 5.3, along with γ which we define as the ratio
Smech,direct/Smech,cross.
Sample Smech,direct(mV/nm) Smech,cross(mV/nm) γ
2 4.3 ± 0.2 0.0063 ± 0.0003 680 ± 40
3 2.68 ± 0.03 0.314 ± 0.006 8.5 ± 0.2
4 1.80 ± 0.08 0.0068 ± 0.0006 265 ± 26
5 4.07 ± 0.07 0.038 ± 0.005 108 ± 14
Table 5.3: Measurements quantifying mechanical coupling due to presence of nanowire.
We can relate the mechanical coupling parameter γ and the parameter βmeas in the





Here, δ denotes the deflection at the heating cantilever, and δm denotes the resulting me-
chanically induced deflection at the sensing cantilever. In an ideal thermal measurement





Here, δt denotes the thermally induced deflection at the sensing cantilever. In our experiment,
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From the above expression, if we have βmeas and γ, we can find βthermal.
Mechanical coupling was shown to be an issue in the case of sample 3. In this case, the
ratio γ was found to be small relative to βmeas. If we consider Eq. 5.4, we find that if γ is
small relative to βmeas, the uncertainty in γ dominates the measurement of βthermal. Ideally,
we want γ
βmeas
to be very large. Mechanical coupling could not be measured for sample 1
because the sample was compromised during the mechanical coupling measurement step.
Thus, we focus on samples 2, 4, and 5 in the discussion that follows.
5.2.4 Discussion





Gcross contains thermal contributions from conduction through the nanostructure along with
all stray sources of conductance between the two cantilevers. Background thermal con-
ductance for the cantilever pairs was measured prior to nanowire attachment (see Chapter
4). The background conductance can be substracted from Gcross measured for each sample,
yielding Gcross,corrected.
The cross–conductance is affected by two other phenomena which must be analyzed be-
fore making claims on thermal conductivity of the samples tested. These phenomena are
interfacial thermal resistance, and radiation from the nanostructure. The cross–conductance
includes contributions from the nanostructure conductance as well as the interface conduc-
tance at both ends of the nanostructure where it meets the two cantilevers. For our samples,
the contribution to measured nanowire thermal resistance from the contacts is estimated to
be ≈ 2.3 – 2.6 × 106 KW−1 (see Appendix C for details of this calculation). The interfacial
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thermal resistance is ≈ 0.2%, 0.6% and 0.4% of the total measured thermal resistance for
samples 2, 4 and 5, respectively. Radiation from the nanostructure is minimal because the
nanowire diameters are much smaller than the thermal wavelength at room temperature as
well as the absorption depth in most polymers. Radiative loss along the nanowire is esti-
mated to be 1.6%, 0.5% and 0.5% of the measured heat conduction for samples 2, 4, and 5,
respectively (see Appendix C).
Sample βthermal Gcross Gstray Gcross, corrected kns
nWK−1 nWK−1 nWK−1 Wm−1K−1
2 262 ± 24 0.90 ± 0.09 0.078 ± 0.003 0.82 ± 0.09 6.6 ± 1.0
4 81 ± 12 2.56 ± 0.39 0.047 ± 0.002 2.51 ± 0.39 7.3 ± 1.3
5 129 ± 21 1.81 ± 0.30 0.078 ± 0.003 1.74 ± 0.30 14.4 ± 2.8
Table 5.4: Values for βthermal, Gcross, Gstray, and Gcross, corrected for samples 2, 4, and 5, along
with the thermal conductivity kns determined for each of these samples.
Using the measured diameters and lengths, along with the values forGcross, corrected, we find
the corresponding thermal conductivity of samples 2, 4, and 5, listed in Table 5.4. Thermal
conductivity of bulk polystyrene is on the order of 0.15 Wm−1K−1. An increase in thermal
conductivity is consistent with sharp increase in strength properties found in electrospun
polystyrene nanowires of diameter less than 500 nm [1]. It also follows trends observed by
Shen et al. [15], and Zhong et al. [7], who measured an increase in thermal conductivity
in polyethylene and Nylon–11 nanowires, respectively, and attributed these increases to
reduction in defects and voids which act as sources of phonon scattering. Kurabayashi and
Goodson predicted a tenfold thermal conductivity enhancement in the in–plane direction of a
micron–thick spin–coated amorphous polymer film [9]. In a one–dimensional nanostructure,
the enhancement predicted should be even larger. A more complete understanding demands
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Figure 5.7: Illustration of nanostructure suspended between two cantilevers and modeled




measurements on a large set of samples spanning a range of diameters.
5.3 Mechanical model
In this section, we develop a model to account for the mechanical interaction between two
cantilevers in the presence of a nanostructure bridging the two. As we will see, this model
will shed light onto the useful regime of the dual–cantilever technique and its limits.
For the purposes of the mechanical model, we treat the nanostructure as a beam. Figure
5.7 illustrates the nanostructure beam model. At position “1” indicated in the figure, the end
of the nanostructure is displaced by a prescribed amount δ. This position can be thought of
as the point of contact between the nanostructure and the heating cantilever. As indicated
in the figure, the deflection at position “1” of the nanostructure will lead to a deflection
at the other end of the nanostructure, at position “2”. This deflection is denoted δ
′
in the
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figure.
For the purposes of the analysis of mechanical coupling, we consider two cases: (1) the
deflection δ
′
is due only to thermal effects, in which case we identify δ
′
= δt, or (2) the
deflection δ
′
is due only to mechanical coupling due to presence of the nanowire, in which
case we identify δ
′
= δm.
In the first case, the deflection δt at the sensing cantilever occurs because heat conduction
through the nanostructure induces a temperature change and corresponding deflection of the
sensing cantilever. δt is related to δ by the thermal conductance properties of the beams. It








where Gns denotes the nanostructure thermal conductance and Gc the thermal conductance
of the cantilever.
In the second case, as the heating cantilever undergoes deflection (this could be due to
varying of the heating power to that cantilever), some mechanical coupling occurs between
heating and sensing cantilevers due to the nanostructure bridging the cantilevers. We can












where E is Young’s modulus, I the area moment of inertia, L the length, subscript ns denotes
properties of the nanostructure, and c of the cantilever. κ is a constant for small deflections
and is determined in finite element simulation.
Taking the ratio of the thermal and mechanical contributions to δ
′
provides insight into





















where kc is the thermal conductivity of the cantilever. For a nanowire
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Figure 5.8: Curves for various values of δt
δm
plotted against nanostructure thermal con-
ductivity and radius. The unshaded region above the line for δt
δm
represents the domain of
nanostructures for which δt
δm
> 10.
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This expression gives us insight into the useful regime of physical properties for a thermal
measurement. For a purely thermal measurement, we want that δt
δm






We have determined κ for our system (approximate dimensions and material properties of
our microcantilevers and polymeric nanostructures) by finite element simulation performed
in the COMSOL Multiphysics software package. The details of the simulation itself are
left to the Appendix (see Appendix D). From the simulation, we find that κ ≈ 1. We
can then determine the meaningful regime for nanostructure radius, r, and nanostructure
thermal conductivity kns, in which a thermal measurement via the dual cantilever technique
is effective.
Figure 5.8 shows the curves for different ratios of δt
δm
. The unshaded region above the
line corresponding to δt
δm
= 10 represents the regime in which δt
δm
> 10. For a nanostructure
thermal measurement, we want our wire parameters to lie in this regime.
5.4 Thermal model
In order to analyze our thermal measurement technique, a one–dimensional transient thermal
model for the dual–cantilever technique is developed in this section.
We model the cantilever–nanostructure–cantilever as three one–dimensional segments.
We generalize the parameters such that it is not necessary for the two cantilevers to have
the same dimensions or material properties. A schematic of the model is shown in Fig. 5.9.
We will refer to the x–position according to the convention illustrated in this figure.
We define θ as the temperature difference between any point along x and the temperature
at the cantilever base. Note that the temperature at the base of cantilevers 1 and 2 is the
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Figure 5.9: Schematic for one–dimensional thermal model of dual–cantilever technique.
Three segments represent cantilever 1 (the heating cantilever), the nanostructure, and can-
tilever 2 (the sensing cantilever). Sinusoidal heat flux of amplitude Po and frequency ω is
present at the end of cantilever 1, position x = 0.
same and can be considered a constant, as the cantilever chip acts as a heat sink. Thus,
θ|x=−L1 = θ|x=Lns+L2 = 0. We can write the temperature distribution at any position x as:
θ(x, t) = ψ(x)eiωt (5.10)
Recalling the thermal model for a single cantilever with sinusoidal heat flux at the free end
(developed in Chapter 3), we know that the solution for ψ along the two cantilevers will be
of the following form:





ψ2(x) = C2 sinh
(√ iω
α2
(x− Lns − L2)
) (5.11)
where α1 is the thermal diffusivity and L1 the length of cantilever 1 (and similarly for can-
tilever 2), and C1 and C2 are coefficients to be determined. For the nanostructure segment,
we start by assuming the more general solution of the form:











where the subscript ns indicates a property of the nanostructure, C3 and C4 are the coeffi-
cients to be determined.
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In order to solve for the coefficients in the expressions for ψ, we first recognize that
θ1(0, t) = θns(0, t). This yields the following relation:
C1 sinh(β1L1) = C3 (5.13)




. Similarly, θns(Lns, t) =
θ2(Lns, t), yielding the relation:
C3 sinh(βnsLns) + C4 cosh(βnsLns) = −C2 sinh(β2L2) (5.14)
At position x = Lns, we also can relate the heat flux out of the nanostructure and into
cantilever 2 as follows:
− (kA)nsβns
(
C3 cosh(βnsLns) + C4 sinh(βnsLns)
)
= −(kA)2β2C2 cosh(β2L2) (5.15)
where k denotes the thermal conductivity and A the cross–sectional area of the segment
identified by the subscript outside the parentheses. Finally, at position x = 0, we relate the
heat flux input with the heat flux into cantilever 1 and into the nanostructure as follows:
Po = (kA)1C1β1 cosh(β1L1)− (kA)nsC3βns (5.16)
With the four Eqs. 5.13 – 5.16 we solve for the four unknown coefficients, C1, C2, C3, and
C4. We leave the lengthy expressions for these coefficients to Appendix E.
We now have a solution to the dual–cantilever transient thermal problem. Using physical
properties for the cantilevers, we can plot magnitude and phase plots for the temperature
change at the end of the sensing cantilever. The deflection signal from the sensing cantilever
measured in an experiment will be directly proportional to this temperature change. We
assume the two cantilevers are identical and thus have the same properties (L1 = L2, (kA)1 =
(kA)2, α1 = α2), which closely reflects the actual measurement in which the two cantilevers
are fabricated on the same chip with the same dimensions. In Table 5.5, we list the assumed
physical properties for the cantilever and nanostructure. For the properties listed in Table
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Parameter Value
k, Au 318 Wm−1K−1
k, SiNx 30 Wm
−1K−1
thickness, Au layer 35 nm
thickness, SiNx layer 130 nm
cantilever width 4 µm
α1 35× 10−6 m2s−1
L1 100 µm
Lns 100 µm
density, PS 1050 kg/m3
specific heat, PS 1.3 kJ/kg·K
nanostructure diameter 100 nm
Table 5.5: Values of parameters used to generate magnitude and phase signals plotted in
Fig. 5.10, 5.11, and 5.12.
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Figure 5.10: Magnitude of temperature change at end of heating cantilever for different
values of kns.
5.5, plots are generated for the magnitude of temperature change at the end of the heating
cantilever (Fig. 5.10), for the magnitude of temperature change at the end of the sensing
cantilever (Fig. 5.11), and for the phase difference between the response of the heating and
sensing cantielvers (Fig. 5.12). Curves are generated for various values of kns to show how
the response changes based on kns.
The plots of temperature change at each cantilever end give an indication of the frequency
range where we can expect the response to begin to decrease due to thermal time constant
of the nanostructure (plot of temperature at the end of the sensing cantilever) and due to
thermal time constant of the cantilever itself (plot of temperature at the end of the heating
cantilever). The phase plot is included as it is obtained from the above transient model.
While it is not relevant to the specific measurements discussed in this chapter, it provides
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Figure 5.11: Magnitude of temperature change at end of sensing cantilever for different
values of kns.
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Figure 5.12: Phase difference between heating and sensing cantilever response for different
values of kns.
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an indication of the phase response which can be expected on the sensing cantilever as kns
is varied. Future thermal measurements may be pursued based on monitoring this phase
response.
5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have presented thermal conductance measurements of individual polystyrene
nanowires using a new technique whereby the nanowires are suspended between bi–material
microcantilevers. The technique takes advantage of the high thermal sensitivity of bi–
material microcantilevers. The measurements on polystyrene wires are meant to demon-
strate the effectiveness of the technique, which is not limited to polymeric wires but can be
extended to other types of nanostructures so long as they can be suspended between two
cantilever ends.
For the cantilever–nanostructure arrangement used in the dual–cantilever technique, we
have developed models for the thermal response of the cantilevers as well as for the mechan-
ical coupling between the cantilevers due to the presence of the nanostructure. The thermal
model is included in this chapter as it provides fundamental understanding of the dual–
cantilever technique. The mechanical model gives useful insight into the domain of nanos-
tructures whose thermal conductivity can be effectively probed using the dual–cantilever
technique.
In Chapter 6, thermal measurements on non–polymeric nanowires will be discussed along
with the considerations which should be taken in adapting the measurement technique to
such structures.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Future Work
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6.1 Summary
The purpose of this thesis is to advance the toolset and measurement capabilities avail-
able for the experimental study of nanoscale heat transfer, with a focus on bi–material
microcantilever–based sensors.
With this work, I have addressed two main goals:
1. Design of a bi–material microcantilever sensor optimized for low thermal conductance /
high thermal sensitivity.
Sensors were fabricated and their thermal sensitivity characterized. The details of the
cantilever design and fabrication presented in this thesis allow for the sensors to be replicated
by other groups seeking high sensitivity thermal sensors, including for measurement of near–
field radiative transfer with a sphere attached at the cantilever tip.
To this end:
Chapter 2 presented a bi–material microcantilever design developed for optimal thermal
sensitivity. The design proposed in this chapter minimized thermal conductance of the
cantilever sensor by minimizing key cantilever dimensions while maintaining a larger area
pad near the free end of the cantilever to accommodate a focused laser spot for sensing
cantilever bending via optical beam deflection technique.
In Chapter 3, fabrication of the cantilever design was realized and the method of char-
acterizing them as thermal sensors was presented. These measurements showed cantilever
thermal conductance of ≈ 300 nWK−1. This low thermal conductance figure led to a corre-
sponding resolution of power absorbed at the cantilever tip of less than 1 picowatt, setting
a new limit for room–temperature heat flux resolution
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2. Design of a novel technique for single nanostructure thermal conduction measurement.
A cantilever–based measurement technique capable of sensing thermal conductance of
single nanostructures was introduced and developed. The thermal model of the technique
and the method of characterization described within this thesis can be followed by other
groups to perform single nanostructure thermal conductance measurements.
To this end:
In Chapter 4, we introduced the dual–cantilever technique for measurement of thermal
conductance of single nanostructures. This technique takes advantage of the high thermal
sensitivity of bi–material microcantilevers, mimicking the suspended microdevice method
of Kim and Shi [6] while precluding the need for complex microfabrication. A thermal
model is developed to analyze the technique and measurements of the limiting background
conductance of the technique are presented, showing this limit to be ≈ 0.05 nWK−1.
In Chapter 5, measurements were presented of thermal conductance of individual elec-
trospun polystyrene wires. The measurements verified the efficacy of the cantilever–based
conductance measurement technique.
6.2 Future work
The contributions in this thesis are steps along the path to measuring ever–smaller thermal
phenomena. This section provides a look at what lies further down this path.
6.2.1 Dual–cantilever conductance technique: Beyond polymeric
nanowires
In Chapter 5, thermal conductance measurements on individual polystyrene nanowires were
presented. These measurements were presented as a case study; the dual cantilever thermal
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measurement is not restricted to polymeric nanowires. Electrospun polymeric wires are a
convenient test sample for a number of reasons: (1) ease of nanowire fabrication, (2) high
aspect ratio with wires spanning many millimeters in length, (3) inherently low thermal
conductivity. The electrospinning process allows for wires spanning a range of diameters 50
– 500 nm to be easily produced. With high aspect ratios, these wires can be placed across
cantilevers spaced 100 µm apart with relative ease. The inherently low thermal conductivity
of the wires serves to highlight the sensitivity of the measurement technique, along with
ensuring that the conductance measured is that of the wire itself rather than an effect of
the cantilever–wire interface. In order to utilize the dual cantilever technique for other
samples beyond polymer nanowires, some additional considerations that should be made are
discussed here.
Testing of other nanowires may include wires which cannot be produced with such high
aspect ratios or which cannot support their own weight over a suspended distance of 100 µm
. This necessitates reducing the spacing between heating and sensing cantilevers. While this
is easy to do from the fabrication standpoint, it affects the limiting background conductance
of the technique. Recall that in Chapter 4, optical coupling due to scattering of laser light
from the heating cantilever was identified as a main contributor of background conductance.
The effects of optical coupling will only increase if cantilever spacing is reduced. To counter
this effect, one option is to modify the heating cantilever surface by depositing a highly
absorbing material on the heating cantilever pad area where the heating laser is focused.
This would allow the same heat flux to be absorbed by the heating cantilever with lower
output power of the heating laser. With a greater fraction of power absorbed, the fraction of
scattered laser light is reduced. The uncertainty in the absorptivity measurement will also
be reduced with an increase in the fraction of power absorbed. This last factor makes such
modification of the heating cantilever desirable even for the current measurement platform
for polymeric wires.
Bringing heating and sensing cantilevers closer together and thereby reducing the length
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of a modified cantilever design with beam extensions on each
cantilever which allow for thermal measurements of nanostructures suspended over a shorter
distance.
of the sample being tested can also serve to reduce the heat flux out of the nanostructure
via radiative transfer. With polymeric nanowires, radiative transfer from the nanowire to
the cantilevers is thought to be minimal because the nanowire diameters are much smaller
than the thermal wavelength at room temperature as well as the absorption depth in most
polymers. With non–polymeric nanowires, radiative transfer from the nanowire may become
more significant.
An alternative to bringing cantilever spacing closer together is a modification of the
current cantilever design whereby cantilever spacing at the base is unchanged, but extensions
from the free end of the cantilever allow for a shorter suspended length for nanowires. An
illustration of such a cantilever design is shown in Fig. 6.1. In this configuration, the pads
for focusing of heating and sensing lasers are kept at the same distance (for example 100
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µm). Thus, optical coupling between cantilevers should not change significantly from the
values discussed in Chapter 4. The configuration is also a possible platform for measuring
thermal conduction in other nanostructures besides nanowires – for example, graphene or
boron nitride flakes as illustrated in Fig. 6.1. The same models for thermal and mechanical
coupling presented in Chapter 5 can be used to analyze coupling due to such a flake. For flakes
with thickness on the order of 5 – 10 Å, the low bending stiffness indicates that the dual–
cantilever technique would be particularly well–suited for performing thermal conductivity
measurements on such structures.
For the polymeric nanowires, the inherent low thermal conductivity of the wires them-
selves leads the nanowire thermal resistance to dominate over thermal resistances of the
wire interfaces with the cantilever at either nanowire end. For wire samples with higher
thermal conductivity, the thermal resistance at the interfaces may contribute much more
significantly. The interface thermal resistance can be overcome by deposition of amorphous
carbon or platinum on the cantilevers at the nanowire contacts via electron beam induced
deposition (EBID). Such a technique has been employed in the use of the suspended mi-
crodevice method to overcome the interface thermal resistance [27; 32].
In an improvement on the current setup for the dual–cantilever technique, we envision
a scheme in which background conductance and nanostructure conductance are measured
concurrently. This mirrors similar efforts taken with the suspended microdevice method [38].
For the dual–cantilever technique, the reference device for measuring background conduc-
tance is an additional microcantilever, located on the side of the heating cantilever located
opposite the sensing cantilever. An illustration of the three cantilever scheme is shown in
Fig. 6.2. The complexity of the apparatus is increased as the reference cantilever necessitates
a third laser to be introduced for sensing of the reference device. However, the modification
of the current setup is straightforward, with the third laser introduced in the same way
as the second via an additional beamsplitter. The concurrent measurement of background
conductance eliminates uncertainty in the measured nanostructure conductance introduced
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Figure 6.2: Revised scheme for microcantilever–based nanowire thermal conductance mea-
surement, whereby background conductance (Gstray) is measured concurrently with nanos-
tructure conductance using a third reference cantilever.
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by fluctuations in vacuum level.
6.2.2 Measurements at excursions from room–temperature
The thermal measurements detailed in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 are performed in an environment
at room–temperature. Precisely because of the high thermal sensitivity of the cantilevers, the
measurements are limited to small excursions from this baseline temperature. Temperature
change of 10 K leads to deflection of ≈ 1 µm at the cantilever tip. As the deflections get
larger than a few µm, the response of the cantilever becomes non–linear.
To allow, for example, thermal conduction measurements at low–temperature, the mi-
crocantilever sensors must be designed and fabricated specifically for this application. One
can envision a cantilever which shows a high degree of deformation at room–temperature,
but upon being placed in an environment of a desired temperature range, undergoes thermal
expansion/contraction of the bilayers such that it becomes nearly straight.
Fabricating microcantilevers tuned to specific temperature operating ranges could be
achieved in a number of ways. One possibility would include heating or cooling the mount
on which the cantilevers are fixed during the fabrication step in which the metal layer is
deposited. Assuming the silicon nitride cantilevers are undeformed at the beginning of
the deposition step, the metallic layer is deposited on top of the nitride at the reference
temperature determined by the temperature of the mount during deposition. When the
cantilevers are brought to room temperature, they will deform. However, in an environment
near the reference temperature, the cantilevers will be nearly straight. This method relies
entirely on the coefficients of thermal expansion of the two layers, and harnessing these to
balance the thermal stresses in the layers to suit our needs.
Another possibility for achieving cantilevers undeformed at various temperature ranges
relies on balancing the thermal stress in the cantilevers with other intrinsic stresses. The
cantilevers described in Chapter 2 are fabricated from a SiNx thin film specified as “ultra–
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low stress” (tensile stress <100 MPa). But the stress in the films can be controlled precisely
during the LPCVD deposition of the SiNx by controlling parameters including deposition
temperature, deposition rate, doping, annealing time and temperature [142]. Cantilevers
can be fabricated from silicon nitride with a targeted intrinsic stress level in the film. The
metallic bilayer must then be deposited on top of the cantilevers prior to release of the
nitride cantilevers, such that the nitride cantilevers are undeformed to allow for uniform
deposition of the metal film. Since release must occur after deposition of the metal film, care
must be taken to protect the metal layer during release, since the typical KOH wet ech for
cantilever release will also etch away gold and aluminum. This can be done by deposition
of a sacrificial protective material on top of the metal, or by releasing the cantilevers via a
dry etch process from the back–side such as reactive–ion etching (RIE). Once released, the
cantilevers will deform according to the stress in the nitride film. However, by balancing the
intrinsic stress of the nitride with temperature induced stress in the bilayer, cantilevers will
reach an undeformed profile at a prescribed temperature. This method relies on balancing
thermal and intrinsic stresses to yield cantilevers suited to specified temperature ranges.
6.2.3 Towards single–molecule heat conduction measurements
Researchers have succeeded in making measurements of electrical conductance [152–154;
175] and thermopower of single molecules [176; 177]. Heat conduction measurements on
single molecules remain inaccessible [150], with the best efforts put forth by Goodson et al.
who showed thermal conduction measurements on DNA–gold composites where the thermal
conduction is believed to be dominated by the DNA molecules rather than the discontinuous
gold coatings [151]. Estimates place the thermal conductance of single molecules to be on
the order of 10 pW/K [150; 155]. Thus, if a stable temperature differential of 0.1 K across
a molecule can be achieved, we may be able to probe single molecule thermal properties
with a picowatt–resolution thermal sensor. Resolution of this type was shown in Chapter
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3. Still, there remain challenges to overcome, specifically, in suspending a molecule between
two contacts in such a way and for enough time that a thermal measurement can be made.
Nonetheless, the progress in developing more sensitive thermal measurement techniques is
necessary. The work in this thesis and by other research groups is encouraging, and we
are certainly on a path to measure thermal transport through single molecules [178]. The
motivation behind seeking such measurements is the ambition to build and control properties
of functional materials from the ground up that is at the heart of nanoscale engineering.
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A.1 Introduction
The shifts in resonance frequencies of cantilevers are used to infer tip–sample interactions in
tapping–mode AFM as well as in a wide variety of cantilever based sensors. In this appendix,
we predict theoretically the effect of curvature on the vibration dynamics of microcantilevers
with a mass attached near the tip. We show that resonance frequencies of the flexural modes
of cantilevers to which such a tip–mass is attached are dependent on the curvature of the
cantilever. This shift in the resonance frequency of a flexural mode is independent of other
causes of resonance frequency variation, such as adsorbed mass on cantilever or variation
of material properties due to change in temperature. Results from experiments performed
with commercial AFM cantilevers with a spherical particle attached at the tip are presented
alongside the theoretical predictions. Besides providing insight on behavior of cantilevers
with a tip–mass, this work will be useful in the design of bi–material cantilevers that can
be used to detect changes in the thermal environment of the cantilever based on resonance
frequency shifts.
In this appendix, we focus our attention on the shift in flexural resonance mode frequen-
cies of cantilevers with a tip–mass, modeled as a spherical particle attached near the free end
of the cantilever, due to bending of the cantilever. We show experimentally the evidence of
the effect of cantilever bending on the resonance frequencies of the first two flexural modes of
a rectangular cantilever with a silica microsphere attached near the free end. The theoretical
model developed in this appendix explains the experimental data and can be used to account
for curvature–induced resonance frequency shifts when these shifts are being measured as
indicators of other physical phenomena.
Amongst the vast literature on the dynamic behavior of cantilevers, most relevant to
the work in this appendix are those on the topic of resonance frequency calculations for
cantilevers with attached tip–mass, specifically those that consider tip–masses with center
of mass and point of attachment not necessarily coincident [179–186]. Some of these papers
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make use of the Timoshenko beam theory [179–182], while others use a modified Euler–
Bernoulli theory [183–186] as will be done in this work. Abramovich and Hamburger [179]
and To [183] consider a uniform cross–section beam carrying a tip–mass with center of gravity
not coincident with attachment point, but still along the longitudinal axis of the beam. Bruch
and Mitchell [180] model a lumped moment of inertia at the free end of a beam. Posiada la
[181] presents solutions for free vibration of a uniform beam with translational and rotational
springs and concentrated masses attached. Oguamanam and Arshad [184; 185] analyze a
beam with rigid tip–mass and flexural–torsional coupling, as do Salarieh and Ghorashi [182].
Gökdaǧ and Kopmaz [186] extend this analysis to a beam having both tip– and in–span
attachments. The aforementioned analyses are limited to straight beams or beams with
small deformations such that they can be modeled with a linear system. Further, the effects
of beam curvature on resonance frequency are not explicitly investigated.
The idea of mass–enhanced AFM cantilever sensitivity was advanced by Muraoka [187–
190], who proposed adding a mass to the end of an AFM cantilever on the side opposite
the tip for the purpose of measuring local elastic properties of a sample with which the
AFM tip is in contact. Muraoka showed through theory and experimental verification that
the added mass, treated as a concentrated mass in his model, rendered the AFM cantilever
contact resonance more sensitive to tip–sample contact stiffness [187; 188]. Also of relevance
to our work is small amplitude vibration of thin beams with curvature. Rehfield [132] has
investigated the flexural vibration characteristics of a shallow arch which can be approxi-
mated as a curved simply–supported beam with axial restraints at the ends of the beam.
He found that the resonance frequency of the first flexural mode exhibits an initial softening
(decrease in resonance frequency) followed by stiffening (increase in resonance frequency)
with increase in curvature. The observed resonance frequency shift is explained by geomet-
ric non–linearity or non–linear relation between axial strain and flexural displacement [191],
given by εxx = ∂u/∂x + (1/2)(∂w/∂x)
2 – where u is the axial displacement and w is the
flexural displacement – and the presence of axial restraints. The (1/2)(∂w/∂x)2 term in the
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Figure A.1: Scanning electron microscope image of the top view of a 50 µm diameter silica
sphere attached to free end of a rectangular AFM cantilever.
expression of εxx becomes important when the flexural displacement becomes comparable to
the thickness of the beam. Though the cantilever in this paper is not axially constrained,
we will show that the non–linear relation between εxx and w and the finite size of the sphere
(as opposed to a point mass) at the tip lead to the observed frequency shifts. The reason
for the particular focus on bi–material cantilevers is that most commercially available AFM
cantilevers, many of which are bi–material, undergo the large enough deformations neces-
sary for the experimental observations presented in this work even for nominal temperature
changes of the environment. The study of the coupled effect of finite tip–mass and beam
curvature on resonance frequency of a cantilever is, to the best of our knowledge, unique to
the work within this appendix.
A.2 Experiments
The AFM cantilevers used in this study are rectangular silicon nitride cantilevers with gold
coating (nominal length 200 µm, width 40 µm, thickness of SiNx layer 550 nm, thickness of
Au layer 50 nm). Silica microspheres of diameters ≈ 50 and 100 µm have been attached to
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Cantilever A B
R 29.1± 0.2 49.0± 0.3
L+ 2Lc 200.4± 0.4 201.3± 0.6
Lc 22.7± 0.7 20± 2
Table A.1: Dimensions (all in µm) of cantilevers/spheres used for experiments. R, L, and
Lc are defined in Fig. A.6(a).
cantilevers using UV curable glue (NOA60, Norland, Cranbury, NJ). Results are presented
in this appendix for two cantilevers, “A” and “B”, with relevant parameters listed in Table
A.1. A cantilever similar to cantilever A is shown in Fig. A.1. The sphere is attached to the
silicon nitride side of the cantilever so that the reflective gold side can be used for optical
detection of deflection. The cantilever and sphere are sufficiently far away from any other
object so that they are not affected by electrical or dispersion (Casimir, van der Waals)
forces during the experiment. The experiment is performed with the entire apparatus at a
pressure of ≈ 1.5 mPa.
A laser spot is focused at the tip of the cantilever, as shown in Fig. A.2, reflected from the
cantilever and incident on a PSD. This laser is used to detect the deflection of the cantilever.
The output power of the laser diode (DL3147-060, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ) is controlled
using a laser diode driver (IP500, Thorlabs). The resonance frequency of the cantilever is
determined by measuring the thermal noise spectrum [192]. The thermal noise signal of
cantilever A near the first flexural mode is shown in Fig. A.3. The quasi–static deflection of
the cantilever is obtained from the DC value of the PSD signal and the resonance frequency is
determined by measuring the power spectrum of the PSD signal. The PSD signal is acquired
using a DAQ card (PCI4462, National Instruments). The resonance frequency and quality
factor are obtained by fitting the magnitude of the power spectrum to a Lorentzian function
[162].
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Figure A.2: Schematic of experimental apparatus to measure thermal noise spectrum of
AFM cantilever. Included in the figure is a close-up of the region containing the cantilever
chip.
Figure A.3: Magnitude of cantilever response to thermal noise around the first flexural
mode frequency for the case of cantilever A.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure A.4: (a) Change in temperature distribution along cantilever obtained by increasing
laser power incident near the tip. Tb is the temperature at the base of the cantilever. (b)
Thermal noise induced small amplitude vibrations of a straight beam near 1st (top) and 2nd
(bottom) resonance frequencies. (c) Thermal noise induced small amplitude vibrations of a
curved beam near 1st (top) and 2nd (bottom) resonance frequencies. Amplitudes exaggerated
for clarity.
To investigate the effect of curvature on the resonance frequencies of the cantilever, we
vary the power absorbed at the tip of the cantilever by changing the incident laser power.
This induces a quasi–static deflection of the cantilever as shown in Fig. A.4(a). The laser
photodiode current is monitored at the driver, and the relationship between this current
and the laser diode power output is determined using a power meter (Thorlabs, PM120).
The resonance frequency of the first two flexural modes are measured by detecting the
thermal noise vibrations of the cantilever (see Fig. A.4(b) and A.4(c)). A subsequent
calibration procedure, in which the cantilever is bent by a known amount using a piezo–
actuated positioner, is used to convert the PSD deflection signal into displacement of the
cantilever, and corresponding slope of the cantilever using Euler–Bernoulli beam theory. The
calibration procedure is used to determine the laser power sensitivity (defined as tip slope
per unit laser power change) of -25.4 rad/W and -45.9 rad/W for the experiments with
cantilever A and B, respectively.
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In Fig. A.5(a), the resonance frequencies of the first two flexural modes of cantilever
A are plotted as a function of the slope at the tip of the cantilever. Figure A.5(b) shows
these shifts for cantilever B. The tip–slope is defined such that heating the cantilever results
in negative tip–slope. The nth flexural mode frequency is normalized with respect to the
nth vibration frequency of the cantilever in its unperturbed state, ω
(o)
n (unperturbed state is
when tip slope θ = 0). The power coefficients (defined as (1/ω
(o)
n )dωn/dP , n = 1, 2) of the
first and second flexural modes are determined to be 1.19± 0.05 W−1, −21.0± 0.4 W−1 for
cantilever A, and −1.6 ± 0.2 W−1, −29.0 ± 0.7 W−1 for cantilever B. Note that the power
coefficients are defined in terms of power incident on the cantilever, denoted P (different
from the power absorbed by the cantilever). Each data point in Fig. A.5 corresponds to the
mean value of the resonance frequency obtained from four sweeps of the type shown in Fig.
A.3.
For both cantilevers, the experimental data show that the magnitude of the shift in
resonance frequency of the 2nd flexural mode is larger than that of the 1st flexural mode.
Also for both cantilevers, the second resonance frequency decreases with increased power
absorbed by the cantilever. In addition, in the case of cantilever A, the 1st mode resonance
frequency increases with increased power absorbed, a trend opposite to that of the second
resonance frequency. The increase in resonance frequency of the first flexural mode with
temperature is in contrast to the effect of temperature–dependent material properties on
resonance frequency shifts [128]. This, along with the increased magnitude of the power
coefficient of the second flexural mode, prompt us to look for another mechanism that affects
the resonance frequencies. While the rest of the paper is devoted to explaining this effect, a
simple explanation is as follows: the bending of the cantilever, whether it be due to thermal
(see Fig. A.4(a)) or any other stimulus, results in a change in the kinetic energy of the
sphere entirely due to the geometry of the system (see Eq. A.17, and Fig. A.4(b) & A.4(c)).
The changing kinetic energy results in curvature–dependent resonance frequency. Though
we do not focus on variation of resonance frequency due to temperature–dependent material
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(a) (b)
Figure A.5: Variation of resonance frequency of first and second flexural modes of (a)
cantilever A and (b) cantilever B. The data are plotted as a function of the slope at the
tip of the cantilever. The nth flexural mode frequency is normalized with respect to the nth
vibration frequency of the cantilever in its reference state, ω
(o)





2 = 10928 Hz; for cantilever B, ω
(o)
1 = 735.4 Hz, ω
(o)
2 = 4385.8 Hz. The solid
and dashed lines are linear best–fit curves to the data points.
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(a) (b)
Figure A.6: (a) Model of an AFM cantilever with sphere attached at the tip. The +ve
z–axis is oriented vertically upwards and is the direction of +ve flexural displacement. In
our experiments, the cantilever is oriented such that gravity acts perpendicular to the plane
of the page. (b) A close–up of the cantilever tip region from Fig. A.6(a). The slope of the
cantilever at x = L due to static deflection relative to the slope at x = 0 is θ.
properties, it will be shown in Sec. A.5 that the effects described in [128] should be taken
into account in interpreting the frequency variations measured in our experiments. We have
measured the resonance frequencies only up to the second flexural mode since the resonance
frequency of higher order modes are beyond the measurement bandwidth of our position
sensing amplifier (15 kHz).
A.3 Modeling
A model of the cantilever with attached sphere is shown in Fig. A.6(a). A close–up of the
attached sphere near the tip of the cantilever is shown in Fig. A.6(b). The dimensional and
non–dimensional axial coordinates along the length of the cantilever are x and ξ = x/L.
The free length of the cantilever is L + 2Lc. The length of that portion of the cantilever
near the tip over which the glue is spread is 2Lc. The sphere is assumed to be attached at
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a distance L + Lc from the base of the cantilever. The slope of the cantilever at x = L due
to static deflection relative to the slope at x = 0 is θ, as shown in Fig. A.6(b). The part of
the cantilever with glue is assumed to be infinitely stiffer than the rest of the cantilever (in
reality, the effective modulus of rigidity is ≈ 4 times the modulus of rigidity of the rest of
the cantilever). In Fig. A.6(a), the SiNx layer is in contact with the sphere and the Au layer
is on the top surface of the cantilever beam. In this model, as well as in the experiments,
the effect of gravity can be neglected based on the orientation of the cantilever (cantilever
is oriented such that gravitational forces act perpendicular to the plane of the page in Fig.
A.6(a)).
A.3.1 Frequency response of cantilever
To obtain the governing equations of small amplitude flexural and axial vibrations, ψ and
µ, of the beam about the deformed position w and u (due to static bending) we will use the
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)2 − f(w + ψ)]dx (A.2)
where (ρA)e is the effective linear mass density of the cantilever, Ms is the mass of the
sphere, Mg is the mass of the glued portion of the cantilever, and the subscript L denotes
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a variable at position x = L (i.e. ψ̇xL = ψ̇x evaluated at x = L). Details of the kinetic
energy expression are given in Sec. A.3.2. The potential energy expression is obtained by
including the terms for small amplitude vibrations to the static bending potential (Eq. 1.1).




L dt = 0),
we arrive at the following linearized equations for the resonance frequencies and eigenmode

























is the characteristic resonance frequency of the beam, ψ(n) = ∂nψ/∂ξn (and similarly for other
variables), θ is the slope at ξ = 1 (see Fig. A.6(b)), g is a function of ξ such that gθ is the
slope of the cantilever at x = Lξ (θg(ξ) = wx(x)), and p = µ
(1) + gθψ(1). Since gθ ∼ η,
we see that µ ∼ ηψ from an order–of–magnitude analysis of Eq. A.3b. By introducing a
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cos θ. At ξ = 0,
ψ = φ = 0 and ψ(1) = 0 (A.6)
To obtain the resonance frequencies, ψ is expanded in terms of basis functions χn =
ξ2Tn−1(n = 1, 2, · · · , N). Tn (ξ) is the Chebyshev polynomial of order n [193]. The basis
functions χn are chosen so that they satisfy the geometric boundary conditions at ξ = 0.













is an approximation to the actual flexural mode shape (ψ
N
→ ψ as N →∞). The
residual function of Eq. A.4a and corresponding boundary conditions is defined as:















where ~a = {a1, · · · , aN}, and qN = φN + (gθ/η)ψN . The unknown coefficients an for each of
the modes are obtained by minimizing the mean weighted residual, which can be achieved
by imposing the N conditions [194]:
1∫
0
χi(ξ)R (ξ;~a) dξ = 0, (i = 1, · · · , N) (A.9)
Using Eq. A.9, we arrive at the generalized eigenvalue problem of the following form (for
more details on the derivation of the eigenvalue problem, see Sec. A.3.4):
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where λ = ω2/ω2o is the eigenvalue, and X = {a1, a2, . . . , aN}. The matrices A and B are
symmetric. Due to the approximations made in the expression for φ, the coefficients of
the θ and θ2 terms have inaccuracies of the order of O (η2 (ω2/ω2o)ψχ). This implies that
the above equations are valid only when η2 (ω2/ω2o)  1. For the cantilevers used in this
study, η ≈ 10−3. Hence the approximations made here restrict the applicability of this
model to flexural modes for which ω2/ω2o  106. For cantilevers, this condition is satisfied
(conservatively) by the first 5 flexural modes. For the 5th flexural mode of a cantilever






≈ 0.04 [195]. Solution of the above
matrix eigenvalue equation yields the non–dimensional resonance frequencies, ωn/ωo (ωn
is the nth flexural resonance frequency), and eigenvectors, {a1, a2, . . . , aN}, of the curved
cantilever as a function of θ. From the structure of Eq. A.11 and Eq. A.12, it can be shown
that normalized resonance frequency ωn/ω
(o)












n is the resonance frequency of the nth mode at θ = 0. Before proceeding to the
numerical solution of the above equation, the contribution of the various terms is explained
here. The first three terms on the RHS of Eq. A.12 are contributions from the kinetic energy
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of the cantilever, translational kinetic energy of the sphere and glue, rotary kinetic energy of
the sphere and glue, respectively, at θ = 0. The K2(θ) term also contributes at θ = 0 and is
the cross–coupling between the linear and rotational velocities of the sphere and glue regions.
The K2(θ) and K1(θ) terms of Eq. A.12 include first order or linear (in θ) corrections. It
can be seen that the linear corrections to the RHS vanish for Ms/Mc = 0 or for R/L = 0 and
Lc/L = 0. The second to last term on the RHS of Eq. A.12, a function of θ
2, represents the
second order corrections. Unlike the first order correction, a finite second order correction is
present even when Ms = Mg = 0 and this part of the second order correction is due to the
bending–dependent kinetic energy of the cantilever itself.
A.3.2 Kinetic energy of sphere and glue mass
Let P be any point in the sphere with coordinates (r, α) (see Fig. A.7(a)) defined about the




= Lc cos θ +R sin θ + r cosα (A.14a)
z
P
= Lc sin θ −R cos θ + r sinα (A.14b)










+ (Lc cos θ +R sin θ + r cosα) ψ̇xL (A.15b)


















ψ̇xL (R cos θ − Lc sin θ − r sinα)
+ 2ψ̇
L
ψ̇xL (Lc cos θ +R sin θ + r cosα) (A.16)
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ψ̇2xL + 2µ̇Lψ̇xL (−Lc sin θ +R cos θ)
+ 2ψ̇
L
ψ̇xL (Lc cos θ +R sin θ)
] (A.17)
The coordinates of a point a distance l away from the point at ξ = 1 (point O in Fig. A.7(b))





) = (l cos θ, l sin θ) (A.18)










+ l cos θψ̇xL (A.19b)
























ψ̇ cos θ − φ̇ sin θ
)] (A.20)
A.3.3 Equations for resonance frequencies and eigenmode shapes




L dt = 0) and using the equations obtained for the static
deformation of the cantilever (Eq. 1.3a – Eq. 1.4a), we obtain the following (linearized)
equations governing the dynamic behavior of the cantilever:
Px = (ρA)eµ̈ (A.21a)
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(a) (b)
Figure A.7: (a) To calculate kinetic energy of sphere at tip of cantilever. (b) To calculate
kinetic energy of glued region.
(EI)eψxxxx − (Pwx)x = −(ρA)eψ̈ (A.21b)
where P = (EA)e (µx + wxψx).
At x = L, the natural boundary conditions to be satisfied are:
P (wx + ψx)− (EI)eψxxx = − (Ms +Mg)
(


























































At x = 0, the geometric boundary conditions to be satisfied are:
µ = ψ = 0 and ψx = 0 (A.23)
The resonance frequencies and eigenmode shapes of the flexural modes are obtained by
seeking solutions of the form ψ (x, t) ∼ ψ (x) exp (−iωt) and µ (x, t) ∼ µ (x) exp (−iωt).
By substituting these expressions in Eq. A.21a and Eq. A.21b and re–writing them using
non–dimensional coordinate ξ = x/L, we obtain Eq. A.3a and Eq. A.3b.
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A.3.4 Simplifications for the Galerkin method
Approximations to q (ξ) and φ (ξ) are obtained in this section, along with the details in
arriving at the generalized eigenvalue problem expressed in Eq. A.10 – Eq. A.12.
By integrating Eq. A.4b once, we have:




φ (ξ′) dξ′ (A.24)
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φ (ξ′′) dξ′′ (A.27)
From Eq. A.4b, we know the φ ∼ θ
η
ψ. The first term in the RHS of Eq. A.27 confirms that.
From Eq. A.25, we see that φ(1) (0) ∼ η (ω2/ω2o)ψ. The second and third terms in the RHS
of Eq. A.27 are of the order of η (ω2/ω2o)ψ and ηθ (ω
2/ω2o)ψ respectively. These two terms
are neglected to obtain the simplified result:






The omitted terms introduce errors of the order η3 (ω2/ω2o)
2
ψ and η3θ (ω2/ω2o)
2
ψ in the
expression for q (ξ). In Eq. A.25, these approximations manifest as errors of magnitude
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η2θ (ω2/ω2o)ψ and η
2θ2 (ω2/ω2o)ψ respectively. Hence the approximations introduce errors
of the magnitude of η2 (ω2/ω2o)ψ to the coefficients of the θ and θ
2 terms. In Eq. A.28 and
equations that appear below, we have omitted the arguments of integrands except in the
case of some double integrals where omission could lead to confusion.


































































































The only integral that needs further simplification in the previous equation is the one in the
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure A.8: Representation of integral space encompassed by integrals in first line of Eq.
A.32. Areas in (a), (b), (c) correspond to first, second, third integral terms in first line of
Eq. A.32 respectively.
Figure A.8 graphically represents the integrals of the first line of Eq. A.32. Using the above
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The above expression can be re–written as the generalized eigenvalue problem expressed in
Eq. A.10 – Eq. A.12.
A.4 Numerical results
For purposes of simulation, the values of the relevant geometrical and material parameters
are given in Table A.2. From the values of (EI)e and (ρA)e, the first flexural resonance
frequency for a cantilever of such dimensions without a sphere attached is predicted to be
12060 Hz, which agrees with experimentally measured value of ≈ 12100 Hz. Though Table
A.2 provides values for the width and thickness of the cantilever, as well as densities of
the constituent materials, it should be seen from Eq. A.11 and Eq. A.12 that the non–
dimensional resonance frequency of the flexural modes, ωn/ωo, is dependent only on Ms/Mc,
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Parameter Value
aWidth of cantilever 40 µm
aThickness, SiNx 550 nm
aThickness, Au 50 nm
Density, SiNx 3100 kgm
−3
Density, Au 19800 kgm−3
Elastic modulus, SiNx 250 GPa
Elastic modulus, Au 80 GPa
Density of sphere 2200 kgm−3
Mg/Mc 1
(EI)e 1.53 ×10−13 Nm2
(ρA)e 1.07 ×10−7 kgm−1
a from manufacturer specifications, pyrex–nitride diving board
probe (PNP-DB) from NanoWorld AG
Table A.2: Values of parameters used for numerical simulations.
Mg/Mc, R/L, Lc/L, and gθ. It follows that ω
(o)
n /ωo is dependent on Ms/Mc, Mg/Mc, R/L,
and Lc/L. The width, thickness, and densities are only used to calculate Mc and ωo. Ms/Mc
and R/L are related to each other through the assumed values of densities of the sphere,
SiNx, and Au.
Numerical results (with N = 10) are presented for the first two flexural modes. In Fig.
A.9, ω
(o)
n /ωo is plotted as a function of R/L for n = 1, 2. The bold lines correspond to
Lc/L = 0.125 and dashed lines to Lc/L = 0.06. The experimentally measured data points
are also shown in the figure. For these simulations, the total length of the cantilever, L+2Lc,
is taken to be 200 µm, and Mg/Mc = 1. It should be kept in mind that R/L→ 0 does not
correspond to a free cantilever beam clamped at one end because of the inclusion of the
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Figure A.9: Variation of the resonance frequency of the first two flexural modes of a
cantilever with zero curvature as a function of non–dimensional radius of the sphere. Results
are plotted for Lc/L = 0.06 (dashed lines) and Lc/L = 0.125 (bold lines). Experimental data
points for cantilevers A and B are circled.
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Figure A.10: 1st and 2nd flexural mode frequencies (normalized with respect to ω
(o)
n ) plotted
versus slope of cantilever due to power absorbed at tip. Results are plotted for R/L = 0.196
(dashed lines) and R/L = 0.174 (bold lines). Experimental data points for cantilever A
(R/L = 0.188) are included in the figure.
glued region of the cantilever in this model. The experimentally measured values of the
first and second resonance frequencies are in reasonable agreement with the predictions of
the numerical model. As expected, the resonance frequencies are stronger functions of R/L
(and hence Ms/Mc) than of Lc/L except in the limit R/L → 0. When Ms/Mc  1, which
corresponds to R/L  0.1, ω(o)1 /ωo ∼ (R/L)
−1.5 and ω
(o)
2 /ωo ∼ (R/L)
−2.3. These slopes for





























2 ) in Eq. A.12.
The numerical predictions for the normalized resonance frequencies ωn/ω
(o)
n (n=1,2) as a
function of tip slope, θ, are plotted in Fig. A.10. The bold lines correspond to R/L = 0.174
and dashed lines to R/L = 0.196. For all numerical data in Fig. A.10, Lc/L = 0.125. The
data points are from experiment for cantilever A (R/L = 0.188). The value bn (n = 1, 2) is
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(a) (b)
Figure A.11: Variation of (a) 1st and (b) 2nd flexural resonance frequencies due to power
absorbed at tip as a function of R/L for various values of Lc/L. The experimentally mea-
sured data points are shown (un–filled diamonds) as well as the data points corrected to
exclude contribution to frequency shifts from temperature–dependent material properties
(filled diamonds). The bold line marked “PF” represents the results of the theoretical model
for point–force loading, while the triangular points are the results of FE simulations for
point–force loading performed in COMSOL.
defined as the slope of the linear fit to the data for the nth mode, and has units of radian−1.
The numerically predicted values of bn(n = 1, 2) for cantilever bending due to power absorbed
at the tip are plotted in Fig. A.11(a) and A.11(b) as a function of R/L. The behavior of
bn (n = 1, 2) for bending of the cantilever due to a point force at ξ = 1 from the theoretical
model (bold curve marked “PF”) as well as finite element (FE) simulations (filled black
triangles) using COMSOL are shown in each of the figures. We include these results to show
the reliability of the theoretical model developed here. The numerical values of b1 and b2
are plotted for different values of Lc/L, keeping the total length of the cantilever, L + 2Lc,
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a constant (200 µm). As expected, b1 and b2 vary more appreciably with R/L than with
Lc/L, except in the limit when R/L→ 0.
The experimentally determined values of b1 and b2 are also marked on the figures. The
un–filled diamonds are experimentally measured values. These values are adjusted to exclude
the effect of temperature on the elastic moduli of the cantilever materials (filled diamonds).
The reason is as follows: measured values of b1 and b2 have contributions from resonance
frequency shifts due to bending of the cantilever as well as due to temperature dependence
of material properties. To accurately compare experiment to theory, we have to take into
consideration the shift of resonance frequencies due to variation of the Young’s moduli of
SiNx and Au with temperature. Since these adjustments due to material property variations
direct us away from the discussion of resonance frequencies, we have left the details to a
separate section (see Sec. A.4.1).
Experiments and numerical results deviate significantly for values of b1 in the case of can-
tilever B. Optical microscope images for cantilever B show non–negligible initial curvature,
with a tip-slope of almost +0.1 radians. Finite element simulations confirm that variations
of first frequency with tip slope differ from the predictions of the theoretical model developed
here in the case of significant curvature. The model developed in this appendix provides a
good approximation to trends in b1 when the tip slope is small, but deviates from the FE
simulation as the tip slope increases. Of note, these same FE simulations confirm that shifts
in the 2nd flexural frequency remain linear even over larger tip slopes, hence the closer agree-
ment between experiment and theory in the case of b2 for the same cantilever. It is possible
that the observed variation of the first resonance frequency can be explained by non–linear
Euler–Bernoulli beam bending theory [196].
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Cantilever Quantity Measured Correction Adjusted
A b1 –0.047 0.026 –0.073
b2 0.825 0.026 0.799
B b1 0.035 0.014 0.021
b2 0.631 0.014 0.617
Table A.3: Corrections to b1 and b2 due to variation of Young’s modulus with temperature.
All quantities have units of radian−1.
A.4.1 Variation of Young’s moduli with temperature
In [128], the first flexural mode resonance frequency of gold coated silicon cantilevers is shown
to decrease with increasing temperature since the Young’s moduli of Au and Si decrease
with temperature. Using published values of dE/dT (rate of change of Young’s modulus
with temperature) of Au (−24 MPa/K, [128]) and SiNx (−22.8 MPa/K, [197]), the change
in resonance frequency of a Au/SiNx bi–material cantilever is calculated using Eq. 17 of
[128] to give (1/ωn)dωn/dT ≈ −5.48 × 10−5 K−1 for uniform temperature change along
the length of the cantilever. Though the discussion in [128] is for the first flexural mode,
it is valid for the frequency shifts of higher modes too, since the resonance frequency shift
of any mode with temperature is only through the variation of ωo with temperature. To
estimate (1/ωn)dωn/dP , we make an approximation by assuming that the same value of
(1/ωn)dωn/dT ≈ −5.48 × 10−5 K−1 is valid for a linear temperature distribution as well.
The temperature rise, ∆Ttip at the tip of the cantilever due to an amount of power, Pabs,








where Gleg is the thermal conductance of the cantilever, α is the absorptivity, and P is the
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incident laser power. Gleg of cantilever A is measured to be 3.9 µWK
−1. Power measurements
of incident, transmitted, and reflected laser beams yield a value of α ≈ 0.093. The average














The value of (1/ωn)dωn/dP is estimated to be ≈ –0.65 W−1. The values under the “cor-
rection” column in Table A.3 are calculated using the laser power sensitivies (–25.4 rad/W
and –45.9 rad/W for cantilever A and B, respectively). The “adjusted” values of b1 and b2,
from which the effect of temperature dependent material properties is removed, show better
agreement with the theoretical model.
A.5 Discussion
Necessary condition to observe resonance frequency shifts: To notice a linear de-
pendence of δωn on θ, we need a sphere of finite mass (Ms/Mc in Eq. A.12) as well as finite
radius (R/L in Eq. A.12) attached to the cantilever. Equation A.12 explains why a simple
point–mass model is insufficient to explain the numerical results in Sec. A.4. We also see
that the shift in the fundamental flexural mode frequency is markedly smaller than that
for the second (and higher) order modes. This is because the observed resonance frequency
shifts are due to the variation in the kinetic energy of the sphere as a function of θ (and g).
The kinetic energy of the sphere becomes more important for higher order modes and hence
the effect is more pronounced for the second resonance frequency than for the first.
The resonance frequency shifts discussed in this appendix are also observable when the
spherical particle is replaced by concentrated tip–mass of any shape. The theoretical model
developed in this appendix is still valid with the only difference arising from the difference in
expression for kinetic energy of a sphere (Eq. A.1) and that of the non–spherical tip–mass.
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Temperature–induced shift in resonance frequency with a non–spherical, microfabricated tip–
mass has been experimentally observed by Kim et al. [127] and used to generate temperature
profile of a substrate with temperature resolution of 0.12 K.
Preliminary experiments not included here have been conducted with the AppNano HY-
DRA probe (HYDRA6R-200NG, Nanoscience Instruments, Phoeniz, AZ), a commercially
available silicon nitride cantilever with a silicon mass at the tip. The data showed no change
in the resonance frequency of the first flexural mode with increased laser power at the can-
tilever tip. However, they indicated a significant decrease in resonance frequency of the
second flexural mode with increased laser power, evidence that the significance of the work
in this appendix extends not just to applications in which particles are attached to AFM
cantilevers, but also to understanding behavior of existing commercial cantilevers with non–
negligible tip–mass. At the same time, experiments performed with AFM cantilevers without
large tip–mass or particle attached at tip have not shown a noticeable shift in resonance fre-
quencies with temperature/curvature.
Minimum detectable values of θ: Since the resonance frequencies of flexural modes
are related to the tip slope θ, resonance frequency shifts of the flexural modes can be used
to detect angular deflection of the cantilever. Taking the shift in second resonance frequency





where (∆θ)min and (∆ω)min are the minimum detectable angular tip deflection and frequency
shift (in radians per sec). For operation in air, a frequency resolution of less than 1 Hz is
achievable for commonly available cantilevers. Taking 1 Hz as the frequency resolution, b2 =
1 (approximate maximum value of b2 in Fig. A.11(b)), and ω2/(2π) = 11000 Hz, (∆θ)min ≈
90 µrad. However, for similar cantilevers it is possible to detect deflections as small as 0.1 Å
from the static deflection. For a length of 160 µm, this corresponds to a nominal tip–slope
of 0.06 µrad. Clearly, while the shift in resonance frequencies can be used to detect the
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deflection of the cantilever, it is not as sensitive as measurement of the static deflection.
Thermal sensors based on resonance frequency shifts: The experimental mea-
surements shown in Fig. A.5(a) and Fig. A.5(b) indicate that resonance frequency shifts de-
scribed in this appendix provide a method of measuring thermal changes in the environment
of a bi–material cantilever. When an optical lever technique is used to measure temperature
changes, the resonance frequency shift based detection offers a distinct advantage over de-
flection based detection. The resonance frequency shifts are independent of variables such as
relative orientations of the cantilever and the PSD, and the distance between the cantilever
tip and the PSD. The method based on static deflection depends strongly on the distance
between the cantilever and the PSD. When static deflection is used to detect temperature
changes, every new arrangement of the cantilever and PSD will require a new calibration.
With the resonance frequency shift based technique, the cantilever can be used as a temper-
ature sensor after calibrating it once for a given power of the incident laser, irrespective of
the position and orientation of the cantilever with respect to the PSD.
A.6 Conclusion
We present in this appendix theoretical analysis and experimental evidence for the depen-
dence of the resonance frequencies of flexural modes of cantilevers with tip–mass on the
curvature of the cantilever. Unlike other causes of resonance frequency shifts, such as ad-
sorbed mass on the cantilever or variation of material properties due to temperature, the
shifts discussed in this paper are due to purely geometric effects. The observed variation
of the resonance frequencies is due to the variation of kinetic energy of the tip–mass with
deflection of the cantilever. The theoretical model developed in this work explains the exper-
imental evidence of frequency shifts and shows that: (1) the variation of the first resonance
frequency with curvature is much smaller than that of the second resonance frequency, and
(2) the resonance frequency of the second flexural mode decreases as the cantilever tip–slope
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becomes more negative. When a tip–mass is attached to a bi–material cantilever, the shifts
in resonance frequencies of the cantilever can be used as a measure of change in the thermal
environment of the cantilever (tip–slope becoming more negative corresponds to increase in
average temperature of the cantilever). The results from this work can be used to design
bi–material microcantilever for use in frequency modulation thermal imaging.
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Appendix B
Dimensioned drawings for (a) bottom
and (b) top–side parts of teflon
fixture for one–sided KOH etch
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Estimation of contact thermal
resistance and nanowire radiative loss
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In this appendix, we estimate contact thermal resistance and radiative loss from the
nanowire for the configuration used in the measurements presented in Chapter 5. The
referenced sample numbers refer to the samples identified in that Chapter.
C.1 Contact thermal resistance
The contact width, c, of a wire of diameter D held in contact with a flat substrate by van


















where E and ν are modulus of elasticity and Poisson ratio of materials 1 and 2, denoted by









where Ah is the Hamaker constant between the two materials, and zo the equilibrium sep-
aration between the wire and substrate. The contact thermal resistance between wire and
















In the above expression, k1 and k2 denote the thermal conductivities of the wire and sub-
strate, respectively.
We let subscript 1 denote properties of PS, and subscript 2 properties of Au. E1 = 3
GPa, E2 = 79 GPa, and ν1 = 0.34, ν2 = 0.44. Ah for PS–Au contact can be approximated
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by the relation Ah,PS−Au =
√
Ah,PS−PSAh,Au−Au, where Ah,PS−PS and Ah,Au−Au are the
Hamaker constants for PS–PS and Au–Au contacts [200]. In vacuum, Ah,PS−PS = 0.456 eV
and Ah,Au−Au = 3.41 eV [200]. The equilibrium separation between nanofiber and substrate,
zo, is estimated to be 4 Å[201–203]. Assuming the wire is in contact across the entire width
of the cantilever, l is ≈ 4 µm. Contact widths are calculated for wires of diameters 161 and
181 nm, and are found to be 14.0 and 15.3 nm, respectively.
To calculate Rc, we use the bulk values of thermal conductivity, k1 = 0.15 Wm
−1K−1
and k2 = 318 Wm
−1K−1. The total contact thermal resistance, equal to 2Rc, is found to be
≈ 2.3 – 2.6 × 106 KW−1 for samples 2, 4, and 5. For comparison, the thermal resistance
measured for nanowire samples 2, 4, and 5 are 1220 × 106, 398 × 106 , and 575 × 106
KW−1, respectively. Interfacial thermal resistance is approximately 0.2%, 0.6% and 0.4% of
the total measured thermal resistance of samples 2, 4, and 5. As such, the contributions from
contact thermal resistance to the total measured thermal resistance are within the quoted
measurement uncertainties in Chapter 5.
C.2 Radiative loss from the nanowire





where hr is the radiative heat transfer coefficient, D and L the nanowire diameter and length,
and ∆T the temperature difference between the two ends of the nanostructure. We compare
the radiative loss from the nanostructure to the conduction through the nanostructure, which
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In the blackbody limit, hr at room temperature is found to be ≈ 5.7 Wm−2K−1. Using the




be 0.16, 0.05, and 0.05 for samples 2, 4, and 5, respectively, in the blackbody limit. hr is
most likely much smaller because the nanowire diameters are much smaller than the thermal
wavelength at room temperature as well as the absorption depth in most polymers. While
there are not measurements of emissivity of polymer fibers, there have been measurements
on thin films showing the thinner the polymer film the lower the emissivity [204; 205]. These
measurements are performed on thin films with thicknesses on the order of microns, and




to be 10 times smaller than in the blackbody limit, and well
within the uncertainties in the thermal conductivities quoted for the samples in Chapter 5.
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Appendix D
Mechanical coupling finite element
simulation
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Figure D.1: COMSOL model of cantilever and nanostructure used to determine κ.
In this appendix we model the mechanical coupling between two cantilevers due to the
presence of a nanowire bridging the two. Recall from Chapter 5 that we define a prescribed
deflection δ at one end of the nanostructure, and determine the deflection on the other end of
the nanostructure, δm, due to mechanical coupling. The deflection ratio is related to physical









where for small deflections, κ is a constant.
We determined κ in a finite element simulation performed with the COMSOL Multi-
physics software package. For simplicity, we modeled one cantilever and the nanostructure;
both were modeled as rectangular beams of same dimensions listed in Table D.1. The elastic
modulus selected for the nanostructure was chosen such that (EI)ns for the modelled beam
would approximate (EI)ns of a realistic nanostructure (see Table D.2).
A snapshot of the two–beam model is shown in Fig. D.1. In keeping with the convention
from Chapter 5, the displacement δ is prescribed at position 1 indicated on the figure. The
corresponding deflection δm occurs at position 2.





I 1.125 × 10−27 m4
Table D.1: Beam dimensional parameters used for mechanical coupling finite element
simulation.
Nanowire radius I Young’s modulus (EI)ns Ins,model Ens,model
(nm) (m4) (GPa) (Nm2) (m4) (GPa)
50 4.91 × 10−30 5 2.45 × 10−20 1.125 × 10−27 0.0218
100 7.85 × 10−29 5 3.93 × 10−19 1.125 × 10−27 0.349
150 3.98 × 10−28 5 1.99 × 10−18 1.125 × 10−27 1.77
Table D.2: Values of nanostructure parameters used for mechanical coupling finite element
simulation.
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Figure D.2: Results of finite element simulation for mechanical coupling ratio as a function
of beam parameters.
Simulations were performed for prescribed deflections of 10 nm – 10 µm and for a range
of (EI)ns. A plot of the mechanical sensitivity ratio,
δm
δ
, versus the ratio (EI)ns
(EI)c
determined
in this simulation is shown in Fig. D.2. The slope of the linear fit to the data yields the
value for κ.
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Appendix E
Coefficients for the PDEs solving the
cantilever–nanostructure– cantilever
transient thermal model
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We recall the four expressions determined by the boundary conditions in the problem
statement from Sec. 5.4:
C1 sinh(β1L1) = C3 (E.1)
C3 sinh(βnsLns) + C4 cosh(βnsLns) = −C2 sinh(β2L2) (E.2)
− (kA)nsβns
(
C3 cosh(βnsLns) + C4 sinh(βnsLns)
)
= −(kA)2β2C2 cosh(β2L2) (E.3)
Po = (kA)1C1β1 cosh(β1L1)− (kA)nsC3βns (E.4)
Because the following term appears in the denominator of each coefficient, we assign it
the symbol Γ for convenience:
Γ =(kA)nsβns[(kA)nsβns tanh(βnsLns) + (kA)2β2 coth(β2L2)]
+ (kA)1β1 coth(β1L1)[(kA)nsβns + (kA)2β2 coth(β2L2)tanh(βnsLns)]
(E.5)

























With the coefficients expressed as above, we have the complete solution for the thermal
model discussed in Sec. 5.4.
